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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 General 

This document defines the facilities available from a Microsense Traffic Controller, (MTC). These facilities 
include those required by the latest Highways Agency TR0141 - "Specification for Microprocessor Based 
Traffic Signal Controller", (with the exception of Public Service Vehicle Priority). 
 
Two versions of the MTC software currently exist, one to TR0141 issue A and the other to TR0141 issue C. 
This manual now concentrates on the latter. 
 
Some of the facilities described are optional and will not be supplied unless specifically requested. These 
optional facilities are as follows:- 
 
 - MOVA  
 - LRT  
 
Section 1.2 details the different software variants available. 
 
The operation of the MTC is phase based. The control philosophy is designed to give right-of-way to phases 
in the most optimum way, using the "Critical Interval/Gap" technique. Phases are grouped into stages for use 
during Manual mode and for use in Urban Traffic Control and Cableless Linking Schemes. 
 
The MTC can receive requests for right-of-way from any of the following sources:- 
 
 - On-street Detection Equipment, (i.e. loop detectors & push-buttons) 
 - Manual Stage Selection Inputs 
 - A Cableless Linking Facility 
 - An Urban Traffic Control Central Office, (via an OTU) 
 - Special Requests, (e.g. Hurry Call Requests) 
 - Events generated by the MTC's special conditioning 
 - Handset simulated phase demands, (PHD command) 
 
Phase appearance is then ordered by the MTC, in accordance with its control philosophy, current mode of 
operation and any requests for right-of-way, (as above). 
 
Appendix A of this document contains an example set of data sheets for an imaginary junction. This 
example is referred to throughout this document to aid the explanation of certain facilities. 
 
Throughout this document a basic knowledge of traffic engineering principles is assumed. Also throughout 
this document reference is made to various MTC handset commands. These commands are described in 
detail in the "MTC Handset Command Manual", (document No. 40-9001-030). 
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1.2 Software Variants 

The part number on the main processor code EPROM, (IC13 on the CPU board) indicates the type of 
software and which options are included as follows:- 
 
TR0141 issue A variants for standard 10 MHz CPU board:- 
 
 C2409001020 - Standard options 
 C2409001021 - Standard options plus MOVA 
 C2409001022 - Standard options plus LRT 
 C2409001023 - Standard options plus MOVA & LRT 
 
TR0141 issue A variants for fast 16 MHz CPU board, (see note below):- 
 
 C2409001024 - Standard options 
 C2409001025 - Standard options plus MOVA 
 C2409001026 - Standard options plus LRT 
 C2409001027 - Standard options plus MOVA & LRT 
 
TR0141 issue C variants for standard 10 MHz CPU board:- 
 
 C2409001030 - Standard options 
 C2409001031 - Standard options plus MOVA * 
 C2409001032 - Standard options plus LRT  
 C2409001033 - Standard options plus MOVA & LRT * 
 
TR0141 issue C variants for fast 16 MHz CPU board, (see note below):- 
 
 C2409001034 - Standard options 
 C2409001035 - Standard options plus MOVA * 
 C2409001036 - Standard options plus LRT  
 C2409001037 - Standard options plus MOVA & LRT * 
 
* Not currently available. 
 
The secondary processor code EPROM C5129001007 (IC31 on the CPU board) operates with all types of 
main code EPROM. 
 
NB. With some larger configurations, (e.g. ones with a high number of phases/stage streams or ones with 
vast amounts of special conditioning) the standard 10 MHz CPU board can run out of processing time. This 
problem can be overcome by using a special fast 16 MHz CPU board. For more details contact the 
Microsense Engineering Department. 
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1.3 Abbreviations and Terms 

 
Following is a list of abbreviations and terms that are used throughout this document, along with their 
associated meanings:- 
 
 CLF - Cableless Linking Facility 
 CPU - Central Processing Unit 
 DFM - Detector Fault Monitoring 
 Early cut-off - Early termination of one direction of a main road, to allow a right turning 

movement from the opposite direction. 
 EPROM - Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory 
 FT - Fixed Time 
 FVP - Fixed Vehicle Period 
 HA - Highways Agency 
 ILM - Integral Lamp Monitoring 
 LRT - Light Rail Transit 
 LSC - Lamp Switch Card 
 MOVA - Microprocessor Optimised Vehicle Actuation 
 MTC - Microsense Traffic Controller 
 MTCS - Master Time Clock System 
 NRT - No Right Turn 
 NUT - No U Turn 
 OMU - Outstation Monitoring Unit 
 OTU - Outstation Transmission Unit 
 PTM - Pre-Timed Maximum 
 RAM - Random Access Memory 
 RLMU - Red Lamp Monitoring Unit 
 ROW - Right-of-way 
 RTC - Real Time Clock 
 SCOOT - Split Cycle Offset Optimisation Technique 
 TCAM - Traffic Control And Monitoring 
 TRL - Transport Research Laboratory 
 UTC - Urban Traffic Control 
 VA - Vehicle Actuated 
 VIS-OTU - Tram detection equipment 
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2. PHASE FACILITIES 

 

2.1 Phase Appearance Types 

Where two or more phases are allocated to one stage it may be desirable to make the appearance of 
some of them conditional so that they will only appear if demanded. The condition of appearance will 
apply in any stage to which that phase is allocated. 
 
Four different types of appearance are available, the default being type 0. 
 
In the following sections reference is made to a phase being 'enabled'. This means that a stage is running in 
which that phase may appear and all intergreens/delays to it have expired. Note that this does not 
necessarily mean that the phase will be run as it may need other conditions to be met first, (e.g. the 
presence of a demand). 
 

2.1.1 Appearance Type 0 

 
This is the default appearance type, where the phase will always run when it is enabled. Therefore if a stage 
contains more than one type 0 appearance phase, they will all appear in that stage regardless of which one 
was demanded. 
 
In the example junction, (forms 3 and 4) when stage 1 runs phases A and B will always run as they are both 
type 0 appearance. 
 

2.1.2 Appearance Type 1 

Whilst an opposing demand(s) exists the phase will only appear if a demand exists for it when it becomes 
enabled. If a demand for a type 1 appearance phase is inserted after it has been enabled, then the phase 
will not be allowed to run and the demand will be stored. However, if there are no opposing demands present 
when the phase is demanded, then it will be allowed to run immediately, (in the same manner as a type 2 
appearance phase). 
 
The normal use of appearance type 1 is for a pedestrian phase as illustrated in the example junction, 
(forms 3 and 4) with phase G. If for example phase G was not green in stage 3 and was subsequently 
demanded whilst an opposing demand existed for phase F, it would not run. If there were no opposing 
demands during stage 3 then phase G would gain ROW as soon as it was demanded. 
 

2.1.3 Appearance Type 2 

The phase will run at any time that it is demanded and enabled, (i.e. there is no limit point for when the 
demand may be inserted). If the demand is inserted prior to a stage containing the phase it will run as 
soon as it becomes enabled. If the demand is inserted during the stage, then the phase will run 
immediately as it is already enabled. 
 
When the phase appears its timing periods will be considered for the duration of the stage and therefore, if 
the phase appears late during the stage its minimum green and possibly maximum green periods may delay 
termination of the stage. 
 
This type of phase appearance is normally used for filter green arrows. For any other type of phase it should 
only be used if essential, (type 3 appearance should be used in preference). 
 
In the example junction, (forms 3 and 4) filter arrow phase E has a type 2 appearance and its minimum 
green has been set to 0 seconds to prevent its appearance from delaying the termination of stage 2. 
However, in this example stage 3 always follows stage 2, due to alternative stage moves, (see form 23) so 
that the minimum green period of phase E actually becomes equal to the interstage period between stages 2 
and 3. 
 

2.1.4 Appearance Type 3 

The appearance of a type 3 phase is governed by a window. If the window is open then the phase can run if 
enabled and demanded, but if the window is closed then the phase is not allowed to run and any demands 
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for it will be stored. The window is considered to be open until the expiry of a window timer, (see also section 
2.9.3). 
 
There are two different windows, a VA mode window and a non-VA mode window. The VA mode window 
timer commences on receipt of an opposing demand if the phase is enabled, where as the non-VA mode 
window timer commences as soon as the phase becomes enabled. 
 
During VA mode, if the window closed and the opposing demand(s) is removed then the window will be 
opened again allowing the phase to run, if demanded. If an opposing demand(s) appears again then the 
window timer will be restarted. 
 
The value for the window time is generally calculated in the following manner:- 
 

longest maximum green for stage - minimum green for type 3 appearance phase 
 
This ensures that the phase will not appear if there is insufficient green time left for its minimum green to run 
without delaying the termination of the stage. 
 
If alternative maximum times are being used, this may affect the required window time. The  way to 
overcome this is to use a compromise value that will suit all sets of maximum greens. 
 
Appearance type 3 is normally used for pedestrian phases. In the example junction, (forms 3 and 4) phase H 
has a type 3 appearance with a window time of 10 seconds. If resting on stage 4 with phase F extending and 
an opposing demand for phase A appears, phase H will only run if demanded within the next 10 seconds. 
After this time the demand will be stored until phase A has run. 
 

2.1.5 Appearance Type 4 

Appearance when associated phase gains ROW. A number of associated phases can be defined, the type 4 
appearance phase starts when any of the associated phases starts. Note that if this is a phase with a starting 
red/amber period, then this will not commence until the associated phase has reached green. 
 

2.2 Fixed Phases 

The definition of a fixed phase, (real or dummy) is one which has a type 0 condition of appearance. 
 
To ensure that no problems arise, the following two points should be adhered to when designing a junction :- 
 
 - Each stage must contain at least one type 0 appearance phase, (except for the all red stage). 
 - On a stage change at least one fixed phase must gain ROW. 
 

2.3 Non-fixed Phases 

The definition of a non-fixed phase, (real or dummy) is one which has a condition of appearance type 1, 2, 3 
or 4. 
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2.4 Phase Termination Types 

There are five different types of phase termination available, the default being type 0. 
 

2.4.1 Termination Type 0 

This is the default termination type, where the phase terminates at the end of its associated stage. If the 
phase appears in two consecutive stages then it will remain green throughout the interstage period and 
terminate at the end of the second stage. 
 
In the example junction, (forms 3 and 4) phases A and B have a type 0 condition of termination. If the 
controller runs stage 1 followed by stage 2 then phase B will terminate at the end of stage 1 and phase A will 
remain green until the end of stage 2. 
 

2.4.2 Termination Type 1 

The phase terminates when one of the specified, associated phases gains ROW. The associated phase 
must be a fixed phase and it must follow the type 1 termination phase, otherwise a lock-up situation will 
occur. 
 
Termination type 1 is normally used for filter green arrows like phase E in the example junction, (forms 3 and 
4). If phase E runs in stage 2 it will be followed by stage 3 and phase E will remain at green through the 
interstage period and will terminate when phase D, (associated phase) changes to green. Note that 
alternative moves are used in the example junction, (form 23) to ensure that phase D always follows phase 
E. 
 

2.4.3 Termination Type 2 

The phase terminates when one of the specified, associated phases loses ROW. The associated phase 
must be a fixed phase and it must terminate before a change can be made to a stage that does not contain 
the green arrow, otherwise a lock-up situation will occur. 
 
Termination type 2 is normally used for indicative green arrows like phase C in the example junction, (forms 
3 and 4). If phase C runs in stage 2 then it will remain at green until phase A, (associated phase) terminates. 
Note that alternative moves are used in the example junction, (form 23) to ensure that the move from stage 
2 to stage 1 is not allowed, as this would cause a lock-up situation. 
 

2.4.4 Termination Type 3 

The phase terminates on expiry of its minimum green time. This termination type is normally used for parallel 
pedestrian phases, where it is not desirable to keep them held at green by extensions for vehicle phases. 
Once the phase has terminated, but remains enabled, any more demands for it will be stored and wait 
indicators lit, if applicable. Note that in certain cases an early termination phase can be restarted, (see 
section 2.5 for more details). 
 
In the example junction, (forms 3 and 4) phase G is a type 3 termination and will terminate in stage 3 as 
soon as its minimum green time expires, regardless of extensions for phase D. 
 

2.4.5 Termination Type 4 

The phase terminates on expiry of its maximum green time, or at the end of the stage (whichever occurs 
first). This termination type could be used where a number of phases appear in the same stage, all with 
different maximum times and it is desirable to terminate them as their maximum green times expire. Once 
the phase has terminated any more demands for it, whilst it remains enabled, will be stored. Note that in 
certain cases an early termination phase can be restarted, (see section 2.5 for more details). 
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2.4.6 Termination Type 5 

The phase terminates on expiry of its maximum green time, or on a gap condition on the phase. This 
termination type can be used where a phase appears in a stage on demand and may appear more than 
once. Once the phase has terminated any more demands for it, whilst it remains enabled, will be stored. 
Note that in certain cases an early termination phase can be restarted, (see section 2.5 for more details). 
 
In the example junction, (forms 3 and 4) LRT phases L and M are type 5 termination and will each terminate 
in stage 2, either when a gap condition occurs or when the maximum green time expires. 
 

2.5 Restarting Early Termination Phases 

Normally when an early termination phase, (termination type 3, 4 or 5) has terminated it cannot run again 
whilst it remains enabled, (i.e. any demands for it are stored). However, if the phase is demand dependant, 
(appearance type 1, 2 or 3) then it is possible to configure it with 'Restart Allowed'. This will allow the phase 
to be restarted if it is demanded again. Note that restart is subject to the normal starting conditions described 
in section 2.1. 
 
In the example junction, (forms 3 and 4) LRT phases L and M have restart allowed and will each be allowed 
to run more that once during stage 2. 
 

2.6 Types of Phase 

Phases fall into two categories as follows:- 
 
 - Real phases 
 - Dummy phases 
 
A real phase requires phase hardware and phase software, where as a dummy phase normally only requires 
phase software, (i.e. it does not drive any aspects). Real phases are designated ids of A to Z and A2 to F2. 
Dummy phases are designated ids DA to DZ. 
 
The dummy phase may be used in certain situations where timings or detector functions have to be 
associated with a traffic movement that is not uniquely signalled. It also provides suitable time periods or 
conditions stage changes even though there are no signal aspects associated with the phase. 
 
In the example junction, (form 4) phase DA is dummy phase used in all red stage 0, on stream 1, to give a 
minimum all red period. 
 
Each phase, (real or dummy) can be configured as one of the types described in the following sections. Note 
that for a dummy phase although no aspects are driven, it has the same timing periods as a real phase. 
 

2.6.1 Traffic Phase 

A traffic phase provides control of vehicle movements via a 3-aspect traffic signal head, comprising of red, 
amber and green aspects. The green aspect of the signal may be a left turn, right turn or ahead only arrow, 
as required by the chosen method of control. 
 
The signal sequence for a traffic phase is as follows:- 
 
 RED - at no ROW 
 RED/AMBER - changing to ROW 
 GREEN - at ROW 
 AMBER - changing to no ROW 
 
The RED/AMBER period, (also known as starting amber) is displayed for a fixed period of 2 seconds. The 
AMBER period, (also known as leaving amber) is displayed for a fixed period of 3 seconds. 
 
In the example junction, (form 4) phases A, B, D, F and K are traffic phases. 
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2.6.2 Pelican Traffic Phase 

A Pelican traffic phase provides control of vehicle movements via a 3-aspect traffic signal head, comprising 
of red, amber and green aspects. This type of phase can only be used for a stand-alone Pelican crossing. 
 
The signal sequence for a pelican traffic phase is as follows:- 
 
 RED - at no ROW 
 FLASHING AMBER - changing to ROW 
 GREEN - at ROW 
 AMBER - changing to no ROW 
 
The FLASHING AMBER period is displayed for a period defined by the associated Pelican pedestrian phase 
intergreen sequence timings, (see section 2.9.9). The AMBER period, (also known as leaving amber) is 
displayed for a fixed period of 3 seconds. 
 
In the example junction, (form 4) phase I is a Pelican traffic phase. 
 

2.6.3 Filter Green Arrow Phase 

The filter green arrow phase provides control of turning vehicle movements via a single aspect green arrow 
signal. 
 
A filter green arrow phase may be used to allow filter traffic, (left-turning movement in the UK) to gain ROW 
in advance of the main movement, (usually known as the full green). It is illuminated during the stage(s) 
preceding the stage in which its associated full green phase appears. The green arrow usually remains 
illuminated through the interstage period and is finally extinguished when the associated full green phase 
gains ROW. 
 
Alternatively the arrow can remain illuminated during the green of its associated full green phase and 
extinguish when the full green phase terminates. 
 
Either way the full green MUST follow the filter arrow to ensure that it is terminated in a safe manner. This 
can be achieved by either demanding the full green phase from the detectors for the filter movement, or by 
demanding the full green phase when the filter arrow is at ROW, (special conditioning), or by using 
alternative stage moves, (see section 15.4). 
 
During manual mode filter green arrows do not normally appear, unless specifically requested to do so, (see 
section 2.7).  
 
In the example junction, (form 4) phase E is a filter green arrow associated with phase D. The detector for 
phase E, (form 28) demands phases E and D, therefore ensuring that the full green, phase D always follows 
the filter green arrow, phase E. 
 

2.6.4 Indicative Green Arrow Phase 

The indicative green arrow phase provides control of turning vehicle movements via a single aspect green 
arrow signal. 
 
An indicative green arrow phase may be used where an early cut-off facility is required to allow turning traffic, 
(right-turning movement in the UK). It is illuminated after a pre-determined intergreen period from the 
conflicting main traffic movement, (i.e. the movement that normally crosses the path of the turning traffic). 
The green arrow will remain illuminated during the remaining green of its associated phase, (usually known 
as the full green) and will be extinguished when the associated full green phase loses ROW. 
 
It can be arranged that an indicative green arrow will not be demanded unless a demand exists for another 
specified phase(s), (see section 2.8). Also it may be required to use a call/cancel facility with an indicative 
green arrow, (see section 18.2.7). 
 
An indicative green arrow MUST be followed by the amber leaving signal of its associated full green phase. 
Where a direct move is required from the indicative green arrow back to the conflicting main movement, 
then this stage change MUST go via another stage to terminate the full green phase first, (the all red stage is 
often used for this situation). This will ensure that the green arrow terminates in a safe manner. 
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In the example junction, (form 4) phase C is an indicative green arrow associated with phase A. The move 
from stage 2 to stage 1 is not allowed, (form 23) therefore ensuring that the indicative green arrow, phase C 
is always followed by the amber leaving signal of its full green, phase A. 
 

2.6.5 LRT Phase 

An LRT phase allows for a higher priority mode of operation, it is intended for use with tram priority schemes. 
There are four possible events associated with an LRT phase, these occur in sequence as the tram 
traverses the junction. Each event allows priority influences to be applied (or removed) so that the tram will 
not normally need to stop at the signals. (see LRT mode, section 14) 
 
When used with trams LRT signal lamps must comply with HA specification TR 0162. 
 
The signals consist of a matrix of lamps arranged to provide symbolic signs:- 
 
 STOP BAR - Horizontal bar {---} 
 GO (ahead) - Vertical bar { | } 
 STOPPING - Central circle {  } 
 GO LEFT - Diagonal leaning left { \ } 
 GO RIGHT - Diagonal leaning right { / } 
 
The LRT signal sequence is :- STOP - GO - STOPPING - STOP where GO can also be GO LEFT or GO 
RIGHT. 
 
These signals are driven independently by controller phase drives where Red drives the Stop bar, Amber 
drives the Stopping signal and Green drives the Go variants, (note that a different phase green is needed for 
each variant employed). 
  
If multiple LRT phases share the same signal, it is necessary to use a dummy phase to control the Stopping 
and Stop bar signs, this dummy phase should be configured to appear and terminate whenever any of the 
associated LRT phases appears or terminates. 
 
Thus, when an LRT phase runs, turning on the 'green' aspect (GO signal), the dummy phase also runs, 
turning off the 'red' aspect (Stop bar). When the LRT phase stops, turning off the 'green' aspect (GO signal), 
the dummy phase also stops, illuminating the 'amber' aspect (Stopping signal) for the required stopping 
period and then changing to 'red' (Stop bar). 
 
Intergreens between 'go left', 'go ahead' and 'go right' phases must be longer than the stopping period to 
allow sufficient time for the dummy phase to stop between consecutive LRT phases. 
 
The central light source of the matrix is common to all symbols and is driven from a separate supply 
(switched sign, form 11), it remains on while the controller is not shutdown, unless it is removed to indicate a 
fault condition. 
 
In the example junction, (form 4) phases L and M are LRT phases. 

2.6.5.1 Usage in CLF and UTC modes 

The controller may be configured to allow LRT phases to stop on minimum in CLF and UTC modes, (see 
form 43). When configured in this way  UTC/CLF modes have greater control over the stage sequence but 
there is a danger that an LRT phase is cancelled as a tram approaches the junction. For this reason this 
feature should not be used unless the tram is constrained to slow speeds as it approaches the junction, so 
that it can always stop safely. 
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2.6.6 Near Side Pedestrian Phase 

The near side pedestrian phase provides control of pedestrian movements via 2-aspect near side pedestrian 
signals, comprising of a red man and a green man. It can also provide control of the wait indicator in a push-
button unit, via the amber aspect drive. The normal use for a near side pedestrian phase is for a Puffin 
crossing, which can either be used for a stand-alone crossing or as part of an intersection. Note that TR0141 
issue C also allows for a near side Toucan crossing. 
 
The signal sequence for a near side pedestrian phase is as follows:- 
 
 RED MAN - at no ROW 
 GREEN MAN - at ROW 
 
The wait indicator is illuminated when a demand is received for the pedestrian phase from a push-button 
unit, possibly combined with a kerbside detector. Once a demand has been received, the wait indicator will 
remain illuminated until the pedestrian phase gains ROW or the kerbside detector input is lost, it will then be 
extinguished. Demands received during the green man period are ignored. 
 
In the example junction, (form 4) phase N is a near side pedestrian phase, (Puffin). 
 
NB. Only 16 pedestrian phases are available on the MTC. 
 

2.6.7 Far Side Pedestrian Phase 

The far side pedestrian phase provides control of pedestrian movements via 2-aspect far side pedestrian 
signal heads, comprising of a red man and a green man. It can also provide control of the wait indicator in a 
push-button unit, via the amber aspect drive. The far side pedestrian phase can be used for a normal 
pedestrian phase or for a Toucan crossing, both of which can be used for a stand-alone crossing or as part 
of an intersection. 
 
The signal sequence for a far side pedestrian phase is as follows:- 
 
 RED MAN - at no ROW 
 GREEN MAN - at ROW 
 BLACKOUT - changing to no ROW 
 
The wait indicator is illuminated when a demand is received for the pedestrian phase from a push-button 
unit, possibly combined with a kerbside detector (only if used at an intersection). Once a demand has been 
received, the wait indicator will remain illuminated until the pedestrian phase gains ROW or the kerbside 
detector input is lost, it will then be extinguished. Demands received during the green man period are 
ignored. 
 
In the example junction, (form 4) phases G, H & O are far side pedestrian phases, (O is a Toucan). 
 
NB. Only 16 pedestrian phases are available on the MTC. 
 

2.6.8 Pelican Pedestrian Phase 

The Pelican pedestrian phase provides control of pedestrian movements via 2-aspect far side pedestrian 
signal heads, comprising of a red man and a green man. It can also provide control of the wait indicator in a 
push-button unit, via the amber aspect drive. This type of phase can only be used for a stand-alone Pelican 
crossing. 
 
The signal sequence for a Pelican pedestrian phase is as follows:- 
 
 RED MAN - at no ROW 
 GREEN MAN - at ROW 
 FLASHING GREEN MAN - changing to no ROW 
 
The wait indicator is illuminated when a demand is received for the pedestrian phase from a push-button 
unit. Once a demand has been received, the wait indicator will remain illuminated until the pedestrian phase 
gains ROW, it will then be extinguished. Demands received during the green man period are ignored. 
 
In the example junction, (form 4) phase J is a Pelican pedestrian phase. 
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NB. Only 16 pedestrian phases are available on the MTC. 
 

2.6.9 Special Lamp Sequences 

A phase may be configured to run a special user-defined lamp sequence, but other than a flashing 
warning phase for use in conjunction with trams these would not normally be approved for use in the UK. 

2.6.9.1 Flashing Warning Phase 

A phase may be configured to drive Flashing Warning Signals (FWS), it is necessary to define a special 
lamp sequence with the following characteristics. 
 
Required settings :- 
 
 Starting and stopping periods of 0 seconds and the following aspect settings: 
 
  Phase stopping  \ 
  Phase stopped  | - All aspects OFF. 
  Phase starting  / 
  Phase running    - flash red and amber aspects in anti-phase, 
          green on (if conflict checking required) 
 
When the phase runs, the red and amber aspects will flash alternately. These aspects can be connected to 
the two lamps of the flashing warning signal. The green aspect is not connected to any lamps but provides 
an output for conflict checking. 
 
The FWS may then be included in the required stages in the stage cycle, alternatively a more flexible system 
can be created by allocating the FWS phase to another stage steam with cross-stream linking to control its 
appearance. 
 
Where FWS repeater signals are required, these will be driven by a separate phase, configured as above, 
both the FWS and repeater FWS phases will run together in the same stage. The repeater FWS phase can 
be prevented from running by using special conditioning to inhibit the phase. 
 
The FWS lamps will flash at a rate of 75 flashes per minute, with 50% duty cycle. i.e. 400ms on and 400ms 
off. 
 

2.7 Appearance in Manual Mode 

Any demand dependant phase, (appearance type 1, 2, 3 or 4) may have its appearance in Manual mode 
configured as one of the following:- 
 
 - Phase always appears 
 - Phase never appears 
 - Phase is demand dependant 
 
Termination types 4 and 5 run to the end of the stage in Manual mode. 
 
Termination type 3 phases configured to re-start and 'always run in manual mode' will only run once. In order 
to run a re-start phase more than once it must be configured as 'demand dependant in manual'. 
 
Care should be taken when using the never appears option on a phase with a termination type of 1 or 2, for 
the situation where Manual mode is selected while the phase is green. If this does happen we must ensure 
that the phase can be terminated, either by using stage movement restrictions, (see section 15) or by hurry 
calling a suitable stage via special conditioning, (see section 21). 
 

2.8 Conditional Demand Phases 

A phase can be configured so that its demands are inhibited until a demand is inserted for another 
conditioning phase(s). There are two different types of conditional demand phase, one where any of the 
conditioning phases must be demanded and the other where all of the conditioning phases must be 
demanded. 
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In the example junction, (form 5) the demands for phase C are conditional on there being a demand for 
either phase D, F, G or H. 
 

2.9 Phase Timing Periods 

The majority of timing periods described in this section are set in EPROM during configuration and are then 
copied into RAM, where they are used as working timings. These working timings may then be altered using 
an Engineers Terminal, (Handset).  Where appropriate the relevant handset commands are included in 
brackets for reference purposes. All phase timing periods exist for real and dummy phases alike. 
 

2.9.1 Minimum Green, (MIN) 

A phase is prohibited from losing ROW until a minimum safety period, known as the minimum green, has 
expired. This safety period allows vehicles to move across the detectors, thus permitting vehicle extensions 
to occur and hence establish the phase movement. A minimum green timer exists for each phase. 
 
The minimum green period commences to time immediately the phase gains ROW and it cannot be 
terminated prematurely in any mode of operation. 
 
A stage change will not occur until the expiry of the last minimum green for the phase(s), which are to lose 
ROW. This is, of course, provided that no extension requests exist for the terminating phase(s). Phase 
minimums may still be running when a stage change occurs, so long as the associated phase(s) run in the 
new stage as well, the phase will then remain green throughout the interstage period. 
 
In the example junction minimum green times are defined on form 5. 
 

2.9.2 Minimum Green Limit Value 

Each minimum green timing is protected by a minimum limit value stored in EPROM during configuration. It 
is NOT possible to set values below the configured limit using the handset. Unless otherwise specified limit 
values will be set to 3 seconds, or the minimum green time if less. 
 
In the example junction minimum green limit values are defined on form 5. 
 

2.9.3 Window Time, (PWN) 

A window time is specified for each type 3 appearance phase, (see section 2.1.4). If a window time of 0 
seconds is configured then the phase will behave in the same manner as an appearance type 1 phase, (see 
section 2.1.2). 
 
In the example junction window times are defined on form 5. 
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2.9.4 Maximum Green, (MAX) 

A maximum green timer exists for each extendible phase. This timer starts when the associated phase is at 
green and an opposing demand(s) exists. A stage change, to serve an opposing demand(s), will not take 
place until all maximum green timers have expired or gaps exist, for phases that are to lose ROW. 
 
The maximum green time is only effective during VA mode, (see section 11) or fixed time mode running VA 
to current maximums, (see section 10.3). During all other modes maximum green times are inoperative as 
stage lengths are determined by other means. 
 
Eight alternative sets of maximum green times are available and these may be selected at different times of 
day by use of the MTCS, (see section 20.3.5). 
 
In the example junction maximum green times are defined on form 5. 
 

2.9.5 PTM Maximum Green (MAX) 

A PTM maximum green timer exists for each extendible phase. This timer starts as soon as the associated 
phase reaches green, regardless of whether an opposing demand(s) exists. A stage change, to serve an 
opposing demand(s), will not take place until all maximum green timers have expired, or gaps exist for 
phases that are to lose ROW. 
 
The PTM maximum green time is only effective during VA mode, (see section 11) or fixed time mode 
running VA to current maximums, (see section 10.3). During all other modes maximum green times are 
inoperative as stage lengths are determined by other means. 
 
Eight alternative sets of PTM maximum green times are available and these may be selected at different 
times of day by use of the MTCS, (see section 20.3.5). 
 
In the example junction PTM maximum green times are defined on form 5-1. 
 
NB. PTM maximum green times are normally only used for vehicle phases at stand-alone pedestrian 
crossings. 
 

2.9.6 FVP Maximum Green (MAX) 

An FVP maximum green timer exists for each extendible phase. This timer starts as soon as the associated 
phase reaches green, regardless of whether an opposing demand(s) exists. A stage change, to serve an 
opposing demand(s), will not take place until the FVP maximum green timers have expired, for phases that 
are to lose ROW. 
 
The FVP maximum green time is only effective during VA mode, (see section 11) or fixed time mode running 
VA to current maximums, (see section 10.3). During all other modes maximum green times are inoperative 
as stage lengths are determined by other means. 
 
Eight alternative sets of FVP maximum green times are available and these may be selected at different 
times of day by use of the MTCS, (see section 20.3.5). 
 
In the example junction FVP maximum green times are defined on form 5-1. 
 
NB. FVP maximum green times are normally only used for vehicle phases at stand-alone pedestrian 
crossings. 
 

2.9.7 Pedestrian Registered Demand Extension (RDE) 

This time period is only relevant where pedestrian kerbside detection is used. Once a demand has been 
registered it will be cancelled if the pedestrian moves out of the kerbside detection zone. Loss of the 
kerbside detector input (and it’s subsequent demand extension) starts the registered demand extension and 
it’s expiry removes the pedestrian demand. 
 
In the example junction pedestrian registered demand extension times are defined on form 5-2. 
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2.9.8 Pedestrian Demand Delays (PDD) 

Under certain circumstances the affect of a pedestrian demand at a stand-alone crossing can be delayed. 
There are two different types of delay as follows:- 
 
a) If the signals are resting in a quiescent all red state any subsequent pedestrian demands are 

subject to the quiescent demand delay. 
b) If the signals are showing vehicle green and either the FVP or PTM maximum green period has 

expired any subsequent pedestrian demands are subject to the normal demand delay. 
 
In the example junction pedestrian demand delays are defined on form 5-2. 
 

2.9.9 Pedestrian Intergreen Sequence Times (PSQ) 

The pedestrian intergreen sequence times are used for the vehicle to pedestrian intergreen at a stand-alone 
crossing and also for the pedestrian to vehicle phase intergreen at both a stand-alone crossing and at an 
intersection. 
 
The first two time periods relate to the vehicle to pedestrian phase intergreen as follows:- 
 
PSQ/GAP - This is the all red period of the vehicle to pedestrian phase intergreen given on a gap 

change. 
PSQ/FRC - This is the all red period of the vehicle to pedestrian phase intergreen given on a VA 

maximum change, if FVP is being used or during linked operation. 
 
The above time periods are only relevant for a stand-alone crossing. However, if the vehicle phase in 
question has speed measurement equipment fitted then the all red period is fixed at 3 seconds, (see form 5). 
 
The remaining four time periods differ in function dependant upon what type of pedestrian phase is being 
used as follows:- 
 
Pelican 
 
PSQ/MIN - This period shows red to vehicles and flashing green to pedestrians. 
PSQ/MAX - This period shows flashing amber to vehicles and flashing green to pedestrians. 
PSQ/CLR - This period shows flashing amber to vehicles and red to pedestrians. 
PSQ/XTR - This period shows flashing amber to vehicles and red to pedestrians and is only used for 

the transition from an all red quiescent state to vehicle green. 
 
Puffin or Near Sided Toucan 
 
PSQ/MIN - This is the minimum all red time (period 5 or V). 
PSQ/MAX - This is the extendible all red time (period 6 or VI). 
PSQ/XTR - This is the extra period of all red shown if period 6 runs to a maximum (period 7 or VII). 
PSQ/CLR - This is the extra period of red shown if period 6 gap changes (period 8 or VIII). 
 
NB. If using a fixed sequence the MAX and XTR periods are not used. 
 
Pedestrian or Far Sided Toucan 
 
PSQ/MIN - This is the minimum blackout time (period v). 
PSQ/MAX - This is the extendible blackout time (period vi). 
PSQ/XTR - This is the extra period of blackout shown if period vi runs to a maximum (period vii). 
PSQ/CLR - This is the all red period always shown after the blackout (period viii). 
 
NB. If using a fixed sequence the MAX and XTR periods are not used. 
 
In the example junction pedestrian intergreen sequence times are defined on form 5-2. 
 

2.10 Pedestrian Link Data 

Each pedestrian phase can have UTC and/or local link data configured for it. 
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For UTC operation a PV-bit is used to hold the vehicle phase and when it is removed a PV delay timer will 
run followed by a PV window timer (during which the vehicle phase hold is removed). See also section 
9.5.13. 
 
For local operation the vehicle phase will be held until the PV window timer runs (which follows the PV delay 
timer). The PV delay timer can be started by any of the following conditions:- 
 

- a phase starting 
- a phase stopping 
- a stage starting 
- a stage stopping 
- a local link input (active state release) 
- a local link input (inactive state release) 

 
An override timer also exists for the local link option and if this expires the vehicle phase hold will be 
removed until the PV delay timer runs again. Note that the UTC PV-bit will override the local link. 
 
In the example junction pedestrian link data is defined on form 5-2. 
 

2.11 Phase Green Extensions 

It is possible to extend a phase past its minimum green period by means of green extensions, up to a 
pre-determined maximum green period, (see section 2.9.4). 
 
Whilst an extension request is present, (e.g. from an extension loop) a continuous green extension will be 
generated for the associated phase(s). When the request is removed the green extension will continue for a 
fixed time, which is known as the green extension period, (see also section 18.2.4). If at the end of this 
extension period the stage concerned is being held at green by extensions associated with another phase 
then further extensions will be allowed subject, of course, to the maximum green time. 
 
A phase green cannot be terminated whilst green extensions are active for that phase, unless it is 
legitimately overridden, (e.g. maximum green expiry, under the influence of UTC mode, etc). 
 
If an opposing demand exists and no vehicles have been detected for longer than a green extension period 
then the current stage may lose ROW, subject to the following:- 
 
 - All minimum green times for phases that will lose ROW have expired. 
 - There are no extensions active for any other phases that will lose ROW. 
 
This type of stage change is known as a "Gap Change". 
 
In the example junction green extension times are defined against detector inputs on form 28. 
 

2.12 Variable Maximum Facility 

Following the maximum green period it is possible to provide an additional variable maximum period. An 
additional period will only be given if the traffic flow measured in vehicles per hour, at the end of the normal 
maximum green period, exceeds a preset value known as the threshold flow, (VMT). During the variable 
maximum additional period normal gap changes may still occur. 
 
The traffic flow is measured as a moving average continually assessed during the normal maximum green 
period, with vehicles being counted by a nominated detector(s), normally the ‘X’ loop, (see section 18.2.5). 
The duration of additional green time given is calculated in the following way, and cannot exceed four times 
the additional period, (VMP):- 
 
 flow rate during max - threshold flow, (VMT) 
   threshold flow   X  additional period, (VMP) 
 
Variable maximums are only effective during VA mode, or fixed time mode running VA to current 
maximums, (see section 10.3). 
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Eight alternative sets of variable maximum additional periods and threshold flows are available and these 
may be selected at different times of day by use of the MTCS, (see section 20.3.5). 
 
In the example junction variable maximum additional periods and threshold flows are defined on form 6. 
 

2.13 Conflicting Greens 

Real phases which cannot appear together for safety reasons, (and also switched signs with security -see 
section 4) are considered to be conflicting and as such must have intergreen timings between them, (see 
also section 16). Note that conflicts are not applicable for dummy phases. 
 
Phases that conflict with each other but can never make a direct phase to phase transition, due to stage 
movement restrictions, should still have intergreen times between them. This is to cover the situation 
whereby intergreen and minimum green times of phases in intermediate stages may have been set low 
enough to effectively allow the phase to phase transition to occur. 
 
If the controller detects two or more conflicting phases green at the same time, it will shutdown the signals 
within 512mS and put an entry in the fault log. 
 
In the example junction conflicting phases are defined on form 7. 
 

2.14 Opposing Phases 

Opposing phases are used for starting maximum green timers. Normally all phases are configured to be 
opposed by all other phases in the same stream. 
 
In the example junction, (form 7) phase A is opposed by all phases in stream 1, therefore if phase A is green 
and a demand is inserted for any other phase in stream 1, then its maximum green timer will start. If the 
opposing demand is removed the maximum green timer will be reset, (this could only occur if the opposing 
demand was unlatched). 
 
Note that phases which are at green together will not start each others maximum green timers, as a demand 
cannot be registered whilst a phase is at green. 
 

2.15 Revertive Demands 

When a phase terminates with an extension active a revertive demand can be inserted for that phase in 
order to prevent any vehicles becoming trapped between the detector loops and the stop line without a 
demand. It is possible to specify a different phase(s) for the revertive demand. This is usually done with 
extendible indicative green arrows which would insert a revertive demand for their associated full green 
phase. 
 
Non-extendible phases, (e.g. pedestrians, left turn filter green arrows) do not require revertive demands. 
 
In the example junction revertive demand phases are defined on form 7. 
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3. STREAM/STAGE FACILITIES 

 

3.1 General 

Stages can be grouped into parallel stage streams. Each stage stream can be considered to be a controller 
in its own right, as it has its own mode priorities and will cycle round completely independent of any other 
stage streams configured. 
 
Within each stage stream the required phases are allocated to the stages in any combination, subject to the 
method of control employed, the traffic requirements and safety considerations. In the example junction 
forms 3 and 10 show how stages are allocated to stage streams and how phases are allocated to stages 
within those stage streams. 
 
Any stage can be used as an all red stage and any stage can be used as the start-up stage, including an all 
red stage. 
 
With the advent of TR0141 issue C a stage stream can now be configured as a stand-alone pedestrian 
crossing operating as one of the following:- 
 

- Pelican 
- Puffin 
- Pedestrian 
- Toucan 

 
In the example junction stream 2 has been configured as a stand-alone Pelican crossing. 
 

3.2 Active Stage 

A stage is considered to be active when all fixed phases, (i.e. phases that are not demand dependant) 
allocated to that stage are showing green and all phases not allocated to that stage are at no right-of-way, 
(e.g. red for a vehicle phase). As soon as the first phase terminates the stage is not considered to be active 
any more. 
 

3.3 Interstage Period 

The interstage period is defined as the time between the current stage terminating and the next stage 
becoming active. This may be made up of several phase to phase intergreen durations, (see section 16) and 
possibly phase delays as well, (see section 17). The interstage period can be extended past the normal 
intergreen durations by either all red extensions, (see section 19) or intergreen extensions, (see section 
16.3). 
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4. SWITCHED SIGNS 

 

4.1 General 

Spare phase drives may be used to provide control of switched signs. A sign may be configured as either of 
the following types :- 
 
 - Switched Sign without Security, which may use red, amber or green aspect drives. 
 - Switched Sign with Security, where only green aspect drives may be used and 

conflict/compliance checks are applied. 
 

4.2 Switched Sign 

Switched signs require phase hardware to drive ancillary equipment such as secret regulatory signs, (e.g. 
NRT, NUT, etc) that are illuminated at certain times of day only. 
 
Switched signs are also used to illuminate the central lamps of LRT signals and as LRT pre-start signals. In 
the example junction form 11 shows sign 2 being used for a centre lamp drive. 
 
Note that a switched sign is not allocated to any stage. A switched sign may be requested to be on or off by 
the following three methods:- 
 
 - Timetable event, (see section 20.3.4) 
 - UTC SF control bit, (see section 9.5.4) 
 - Special conditioning, (see section 21) 
 
Note that if any of the above is requesting that the sign be switched on then it will be illuminated, but all of 
them must be requesting the sign to be off before it can be extinguished. 
 
The switching of a sign may be delayed until the start of a nominated stage or phase. A different stage/phase 
may be specified for the switch on and switch off conditions. An associated stream must be specified for 
each switched sign. This stream is used to extinguish the sign if the stream is shutdown or as a reference for 
the switch on/off stage. Other switching conditions, (e.g. a phase leaving amber) may be achieved using 
special conditioning. 
 
In the example junction, (form 11) when requested on, switched sign 1 will be illuminated at the start of stage 
1 in stream 1 and when requested off, will be extinguished at the start of phase F, (i.e. as phase F reaches 
green). If stream 1 is shutdown then the sign will be extinguished. 
 

4.3 Switched Sign with Security 

These operate in the same way as normal switched signs with the exception that they utilise some of the 
phase software to obtain green conflict/compliance monitoring. The sign is allocated to a spare green aspect 
drive, so that it may have conflicts configured for security, (see section 2.13). 
 
When using switched signs with security, care must be taken when specifying phases or other signs that 
conflict with the sign in question. All phases/signs that may appear during the normal operating cycle of the 
controller must not conflict. Generally switched signs with security would only conflict with other switched 
signs, (i.e. where the signs display conflicting information). 
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5. MODES OF OPERATION 

 

5.1 General 

The following modes of operation are available on the MTC for each stage stream:- 
 
 - Shutdown, (always required, not configurable) 
 - Start-up, (always required, not configurable) 
 - Part-time 
 - Hurry Call 
 - Urban Traffic Control, (UTC) 
 - Manual 
 - Manually Selected Fixed Time 
 - MOVA 
 - LRT 
 - Cableless Linking Facility (CLF) 
 - Vehicle Actuated, (VA) * 
 - Fixed Time, (FT) * 
 
* One of these must be chosen as the normal mode of operation. 
 
Each of the above modes is described in detail in the following sections. 
 

5.2 Mode Priority 

Each mode required is assigned a priority number, (1 being the highest). The current mode is then the 
highest priority mode requested, (e.g. Force bits active for UTC mode, Hurry Call Request for Hurry Call 
mode, etc). When the request for the current mode becomes inactive then the next mode down in the priority 
list, for which a request exists, will become the current mode, (this may not necessarily be the next in line). If 
a request for a higher priority mode becomes active then the current mode will change to the higher priority 
mode. When requests exist for several different modes, the one with the highest priority will become the 
current mode. 
 
A different mode priority table may be configured for each stage stream required. The current mode may be 
viewed using the handset MOD command. 
 
Stage to stage movement restrictions will be in force for the current mode, (see section 15) even though 
operating conditions for several modes may exist.  Changing of modes cannot override minimum green and 
intergreen timings. 
 
The example junction shows the mode priority table on form 12. With reference to stage stream 1, it can be 
seen that Hurry Call is top priority, therefore when a Hurry Call request matures the controller will 
immediately change to Hurry Call mode and remain there until either the Hurry Call expires or is cancelled.  
Without a Hurry Call active, Manual mode takes the next highest priority. Following this is UTC mode, which 
will be active by the presence of Force bits and will then override Manually Selected FT, CLF and Normal 
VA. Whilst UTC, Hurry Call and Manual are inactive the current mode could be Manually Selected FT or if 
"Normal" is selected, the mode could be MOVA (if not inhibited by handset or faults, CLF (if requested by the 
MTCS or CLT handset command) otherwise the mode will be VA. 
 

5.3 Shutdown Mode 

Shutdown mode is entered when the signals are off, due to either a manual request or a fault. When the 
signals are requested to come back on again the controller goes through its normal start-up mode 
sequence. As shutdown mode is always required and must take priority over all other modes, it does not 
appear in the mode priority table. 
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5.4 Start-up Mode 

Start-up mode will run any time that the signals are requested to come on, (e.g. initial switch on, manual 
panel sigs on, etc). As start-up mode is always required and must take priority over all other modes, (except 
for shutdown) it does not appear in the mode priority table. The sequence of events that occurs for start-up 
mode on each stage stream, (unless it is a stand-alone Pelican crossing) is as follows:- 
 
 - If the signals are not leaving a manual shutdown, (i.e. from signals on/off switch on manual 

panel or by handset SIG command) then all signals will remain in the blackout state for 7 - 10 
seconds. When the signals are leaving a manual shutdown then there is no blackout state. 

 
 - Vehicle phases that show red in the start-up stage begin an amber leaving sequence, all 

pedestrian phases display a red signal and all vehicle phases that show green in the start-up 
stage and all green arrows are in the blackout state. This period normally lasts for 3 seconds, 
however if LRT phases are being used and appear in a stage other than start-up, this period will 
last for 5 seconds. 

 
 - Vehicle phases that show red in the start-up stage change to red, all pedestrian phases still 

show red and the vehicle phases that show green in the start-up stage and all green arrows 
remain in blackout. This period lasts for the starting intergreen time, which can be 
viewed/modified with the IGS handset command, (see example junction, form 12). 

 
 - When the starting intergreen period expires the controller will enter the start-up stage and all 

phases that appear in that stage will immediately show a green signal, (vehicles, pedestrians 
and green arrows). Also at this point the stage stream will assume the highest priority mode for 
which a request exists. 

 
 - Phase demands are inserted for all non-running phases to ensure that no vehicles are trapped 

between the detector loops and the stop-line without a demand. Note that the actual phases to 
be demanded are specified at configuration time, (see example junction, form 12). 

 

5.4.1 Pelican Crossing Start-up 

The start-up sequence for a Pelican crossing is different to the normal start-up sequence defined above, as 
follows:- 
 
 - If the signals are not leaving a manual shutdown, (i.e. from signals on/off switch on manual 

panel or by handset SIG command) then all signals will remain in the blackout state for 7 - 10 
seconds. When the signals are leaving a manual shutdown then there is no blackout state. 

 
 - The vehicle phase displays flashing amber and the pedestrian phase displays flashing green. 

This period lasts for the duration of PSQ/MAX as defined in the pedestrian intergreen sequence 
timings, (see section 2.9.9). 

 
 - The vehicle phase continues with flashing amber and the pedestrian phase changes to red. This 

period lasts for the duration of PSQ/CLR as defined in the pedestrian intergreen sequence 
timings, (see section 2.9.9). 

 
 - Finally the vehicle phase changes to green, the stage stream will assume the highest priority 

mode for which a request exists and a demand will be inserted for the pedestrian phase. 
 
Note that a Pelican stage stream does not require the starting intergreen duration described in section 5.4 
above. 
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6. PART-TIME MODE 

 

6.1 General 

The purpose of Part-time mode is to enable the signals to be switched on or off at specific times. When Part-
time mode is configured Red Lamp Monitoring must be provided, (see section 22). Part-time mode, which is 
when the signals are off, can be requested by any of the following:- 
 
 - Timetable entry, (see section 20.3.10) 
 - UTC 'LO' control bit inactive, (see section 9.5.7) 
 - Part-time queue detector inactive 
 - Special conditioning, (see section 21) 
 
All of the above must be requesting Part-time mode before the signals will switch off. If any one of the 
requests for Part-time mode is cancelled then the signals will be switched on again. Note that individual 
stage streams may be switched off by Part-time mode separately. 
 
When Part-time mode becomes active the signals do not switch off immediately, but instead ROW changes 
to a nominated Part-time shutdown stage. When all minimums in this stage have expired the signals will be 
switched off. When Part-time mode ends the appropriate stage stream(s) will enter start-up mode, (see 
section 5.4). 
 
In the example junction Part-time mode data is defined for stream 3 on form 13. 
 

6.2 Part-time Queue Detectors 

One or more detector inputs can be configured to cancel Part-time mode when active, (i.e. if Part-time mode 
is active and a queue builds up, the signals will be switched on). A Part-time queue detector will normally 
have call/cancel delays associated with it, (see section 18.2.7). 
 

6.3 Part-time Prevent Period 

When a request for Part-time mode has been removed and the signals have been switched on, it is possible 
to prevent Part-time mode for a pre-defined period. This period, known as the Part-time prevent period, is 
used to ensure that the signals do not keep switching on and off, if for example a queue of traffic keeps 
moving on and off the queue loop. The Part-time prevent period can be viewed/modified using the PTP 
handset command. 
 

6.4 Part-time Hold Period 

When Part-time mode has been entered and the signals have switched off, it is possible to hold Part-time 
mode for a pre-defined period. This period, known as the Part-time hold period, can be used in the same 
way as the prevent period to ensure that the signals do not keep switching on and off. The Part-time hold 
period can be viewed/modified using the PTH handset command. 
 

6.5 Part-time Inhibit 

It is possible to inhibit the operation of Part-time mode by two different methods. The first method is via the 
Part-time inhibit switch on the Manual panel, (see section 23.4) which will inhibit Part-time mode on all stage 
streams. The second method is via the PTI handset command, which can inhibit individual stage streams. If 
an inhibit is applied during Part-time mode, the appropriate stream(s) will immediately end Part-time mode. 
An inhibit will also cancel the hold or prevent period, if timing. 
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7. HURRY CALL MODE 

 

7.1 General 

The purpose of a Hurry Call is to give a priority demand for a particular stage, ensuring that a green signal is 
given to certain vehicles. Hurry Calls may be used at junctions that are near to fire/ambulance stations for 
example, to ensure that the emergency services are given ROW. They can also be used in conjunction with 
queue detectors to prevent blocking at a junction. The request for a Hurry Call is normally generated from a 
special on-site detector or remote push-button. 
 
There are four Hurry Calls available for each stage stream and each may have its own individual priority. 
There are three timings associated with each Hurry Call as follows:- 
 
 - Hurry Call Delay   
 - Hurry Call Hold 
 - Hurry Call Prevent 
 
Note that the hold and prevent periods both begin timing at the start of the Hurry Call stage green. 
 
A Hurry Call is only considered to have been serviced when the complete hold period has run. Thus, if the 
Hurry Call is cut short by a higher priority mode, the hold period continues to time and if still timing when the 
higher priority mode finishes the controller will return to service that call for the remainder of the hold period. 
If the Hurry Call is cut short before its hold period starts, then when the higher priority mode finishes the full 
hold period will then be given. 
 
In the example junction Hurry Call mode data is defined for stream 1 on form 13. 
 

7.2 Hurry Call Delay Period 

On receipt of a Hurry Call request the Hurry Call delay period starts. When this period expires the stage 
stream will enter Hurry Call mode, (subject to the configured mode priority table). The controller will then 
attempt to make an immediate move to the Hurry Call stage, (subject to any relevant minimum green and 
intergreen timings having expired first and stage to stage movement restrictions). Any extensions for the 
running phase(s) will be ignored. The Hurry Call delay period may be viewed/modified using the HCD 
handset command. 
 

7.3 Hurry Call Hold Period 

Once the Hurry Call stage has been reached it will be held for the Hurry Call hold period. No other stage 
change may occur until this hold period has expired, unless requested by a higher priority mode or the Hurry 
Call is cancelled. When the hold period has expired the controller will revert to the next highest priority mode 
for which a request exists. The Hurry Call hold period may be viewed/modified using the HCH handset 
command. 
 

7.4 Hurry Call Prevent Period 

 
The Hurry Call may be prevented from being re-called for a preset time, the Hurry Call prevent period. This 
period is timed from the start of the Hurry Call hold period. Any requests received for the Hurry Call during 
the prevent period will be ignored. The Hurry Call prevent period may be viewed/modified using the HCP 
handset command. 
 

7.5 Hurry Call Request/Cancel Detectors 

One or more detector inputs can be configured to request a Hurry Call. Similarly, one or more detector inputs 
can be configured to cancel a Hurry Call. When a Hurry Call cancel input is activated it will cancel the effect 
of the Hurry Call, including the prevent period and return the controller to the next highest priority mode for 
which a request exists. Note that a Hurry Call cancel will always take priority over a request. 
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7.6 Hurry Call Confirm Output 

An output signal can be configured to confirm the period from when a valid Hurry Call is received until the 
Hurry Call delay and hold periods have both expired, or the Hurry Call is cancelled. It should be noted that 
this facility is not the same as the UTC Hurry Call confirm reply bit, (see section 9.6.5). 
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8. MANUAL MODE 

 

8.1 General 

When the mode select switch is moved to the Manual position, Manual mode will become operational 
provided that there is no higher priority mode running and it is not disabled by the handset MND command, 
(see section 8.5). 
 
During Manual mode stage changes are made by means of stage select buttons. No stage changes can be 
made until the last minimum green has expired for phases at ROW in the current stage(s). When the 
controller is ready to accept a stage selection, the "Awaiting Selection" indicator is illuminated and any 
subsequent stage selection is implemented provided that:- 
 
 (i) All stage to stage movements are allowed. 
 (ii) The requested stage is not currently inhibited by the MTCS or special conditioning. 
 
If either of the conditions above are not met, the "Prohibited Move Selected" indicator will be illuminated. In 
the case of (i) the stage can usually be selected via the All Red select button, but in the case of (ii) the stage 
cannot be selected until the inhibit(s) is removed.   
 
When Manual mode ceases, demands are inserted for all non-running phases to prevent any vehicles 
becoming trapped between the loop detectors and the stop line, without a demand. Note that the actual 
phases to be demanded are specified at configuration time, (see example junction, form 12). 
 
In the example junction Manual mode data is defined on form 14. Note that Manual mode is not normally 
required for a stand-alone pedestrian crossing. 
 

8.2 Allocation of Stages to Buttons 

There are eight stage select buttons available, one of which is reserved for the All Red stage(s). Each button 
required is allocated a stage in each stream that has Manual mode configured. 
 
Each stage select button has an indicator associated with it which is illuminated while the associated 
stage(s) is running. When a stage select button has been operated and accepted then its associated 
indicator will flash until the appropriate stage(s) is reached. These indicators are only operative during 
Manual mode. 
 

8.3 Initial Manual Mode Stage Set 

If Manual mode is entered and the stage(s) active does not correspond to one of the stage select buttons, 
then the controller will force a change to a nominated stage set, (i.e. button number). This may involve 
movement through an alternative stage(s). Once the initial stage set has been achieved, normal stage 
selection will be allowed. 
 

8.4 Common Manual Mode Streams 

A controller with parallel stage streams may be configured so that certain streams must all be in Manual 
mode together. If any one of these common Manual mode streams changes to another mode then all of the 
others will drop out of Manual mode and assume the next highest priority mode that is requested. 
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8.5 Manual Mode Disable Facility 

Manual mode may be configured so that it can be disabled/enabled using the handset MND command. The 
MND command provides three different states for Manual mode as follows:- 
 
 - Disabled, Manual mode is not available and a confirmation indicator is illuminated. 
 - Enabled, Manual mode is available for use. 
 - Temporarily enabled, Manual mode is available for use until the Manual Panel access door is 

closed. The state will then revert to disabled. 
 
While Manual mode is disabled it is possible to have the All Red stage select button still operative, but not 
the remaining seven stage select buttons. However, unless specifically requested this facility will not normally 
be configured. 
 
If the Manual mode disable facility is not configured, then the MND command will be inoperative and Manual 
mode will always be available. 
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9. UTC INTERFACE 

 

9.1 Urban Traffic Control, (UTC) Mode 

In UTC mode the MTC is controlled and monitored by a remote, (central office) computer via a data 
transmission system. Stage changes are brought about by the application of forces and demands, (which 
may be local or simulated by the computer). 
 
Communication between the central office computer, (instation) and the controller is via an OTU using the 
telephone lines. The OTU is normally housed within the controller and may be either one word, (8 control bits 
and 8 reply bits) or two words, (16 control bits, 16 reply bits). Interfacing of the control and reply signals 
between the OTU and the controller is via one of the following methods:- 
 

- a parallel I/O Interface board 
- TCAM serial interface 

 
In the example junction UTC interface data is defined on forms 15 to 20. 
 
There are three different UTC control options available as follows:- 
 
 Option 1 - MCE 0105/0106 
 Option 2 - TCD 316 
 Option 3 - VA selection 
 
In the example junction the UTC control option is defined on form 15. 
 

9.1.1 UTC Option 1 

With option 1, a stage change will not occur unless the F-bit for the current stage is lifted and there is an F-
bit present, (with a demand if necessary) for the next stage. In option 1, a stage with a force bit active for it 
will be held indefinitely, regardless of demands/extensions. 
 

9.1.2 UTC Option 2 

With option 2, all stages are demand/extension dependant. A stage change will not occur unless there are 
no extensions for specified phases in the current stage, or the F-bit is lifted and there is a demand for the 
next stage, with or without an F-bit. In option 2, a stage will only be held while a force bit is present for that 
stage and there are extensions active for a phase within that stage (which does not appear in the next forced 
stage). 
 

9.1.3 UTC Option 3 

With option 3, when multiple force bits are present, VA stage moves are allowed to occur between the forced 
stages. VA maximum green timers do not apply, (i.e. only 'gap' changes are allowed). Note that this option 
has only ever been used in one customers LRT applications and does not appear in the specification forms. 
 

9.2 Logic Conditions of UTC Control/Reply Bits 

The default logic conditions of the control and reply bits at the controller are as follows:- 
                                                            

 ACTIVE INACTIVE POWER DOWN 

CONTROL "1" "0" N/A 

REPLY "0" "1" "0" 

 
In the above table "0" means open circuit and "1" means short circuit. Note that all unused reply bits are set 
to the inactive state. Note that control bits can be configured with the same logical conditions as reply bits if 
required, (see form 15). 
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9.3 Transmission Confirm, (TC) 

When active this signal indicates valid transmissions from the UTC computer. The inactive state causes the 
controller to ignore all control bits. Note that this is an OTU output, not a transmitted control bit. 
 
In the example junction the TC bit is specified on form 15. 
 

9.4 Stage Stream Linking Options for UTC 

For a parallel stage streaming configuration each stream can be configured with one of the following linking 
options:- 
 
 - Master stream 
 - Slave stream 
 - Unlinked stream 
 
In the example junction the stage stream linking options are defined on form 15. 
 

9.4.1 Master Streams 

All streams configured as masters must have a force bit(s) active before they can enter UTC mode. If one of 
the master streams loses all of its force bits then all master streams will drop out of UTC mode and assume 
the next highest priority mode that is requested. 
 

9.4.2 Slave Streams 

A slave stream cannot enter UTC mode unless it has a force bit(s) active and all master streams have force 
bits active. If one of the master streams loses all of its force bits then all master and slave streams will drop 
out of UTC mode and assume the next highest priority mode that is requested. 
 

9.4.3 Unlinked Streams 

Unlinked streams operate independently of the master and slave streams. Therefore an unlinked stream will 
enter UTC mode as soon as it has a force bit active and it will drop out of UTC mode when all force bits are 
removed. 
 

9.5 UTC Control Bits 

Control bits are signals sent from a UTC instation to the controller and are input via an OTU. Following is a 
list of the standard control bits available:- 
 
 DX1 to DX8 - Common Demand 
 D1   to D32 - Stage Demand 
 F1   to F32 - Stage Force 
 SF1 to SF16 - Switch Facility 
 SG - CLF Group Timer Synchronisation 
 SO - Solar Switch Override 
 LO1 to LO8 - Lamps On from Part-time mode 
 TS - Time Synchronisation 
 FM1 to FM8 - Fall Back Mode Selection 
 LL1  to LL8 - Local link inhibit 
 GO1 to GO8 - Gap out 
 LRTI1 to LRTI8 - LRT mode inhibit 
 PV1 to PV8 - Hold vehicle phase on a stand-alone crossing 
 
Certain types of control bit can be configured with an override timer, which will inhibit the control bit if it is 
active for the override time. The groups of control bits concerned are as follows:- 
 

- F-bits* (default 200 seconds) 
- D-bits 
- DX-bits 
- SF-bits 
- FM-bits 
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- LO-bits 
- GO-bits 
- LL-bits 
- LRTI-bits 
- PV-bits* (default 500 seconds) 

 
* These control bits must have an override time configured as stated in TR0141. 
 
In the example junction the control bits required are listed on form 15, with some bit types requiring further 
information on subsequent forms. 
 
The following sections give a detailed description for each type of control bit available. Note that other types 
of control bit can be created using special conditioning. 
 

9.5.1 Common Demand, (DX1 to DX8) 

The DX-bit is used to simulate demands/extensions for VA stages/phases, (and optionally pedestrian 
stages/phases). It is exceptional for stages/phases to be excluded from this common demand. 
 
DX-bits do not inhibit demands from on-street detection equipment and will not affect detector fault 
monitoring, (DFM). Where a DX-bit demand is inserted for a pedestrian phase it will not normally illuminate 
the associated wait indicators, but can be configured to do so with special conditioning. 
 
There are 8 different DX-bits available, allowing one per stage stream, however one DX-bit can be allocated 
to more than one stage stream. The following items may be simulated by a DX-bit:- 
 
 - Unlatched stage demands 
 - Latched stage demands 
 - Unlatched phase demands 
 - Latched phase demands 
 - Phase extensions 
 
In the example junction the DX-bits are defined on form 19. 
 

9.5.2 Stage Demand, (D1 to D32) 

The D-bit is used to simulate local demands, (i.e. detectors or push-buttons) and it normally demands and 
extends, (where required) the phases within a specified demand dependant stage. 
 
D-bits do not inhibit demands from on-street detection equipment and will not affect detector fault monitoring, 
(DFM). Where a D-bit demand is inserted for a pedestrian phase it will not normally illuminate the associated 
wait indicators, but can be configured to do so with special conditioning. 
 
There are 32 different D-bits available each of which may simulate the following items:- 
 
 - Unlatched stage demands 
 - Latched stage demands 
 - Unlatched phase demands 
 - Latched phase demands 
 - Phase extensions 
 
In the example junction the D-bits are defined on form 19. 
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9.5.3 Stage Force, (F1 to F32) 

An F-bit will force the controller to make an immediate move to a specified stage, subject to any relevant 
minimum green times, intergreen times and stage to stage movement restrictions. 
 
An F-bit stage can be configured as demand dependant, (if required) in which case the controller will only 
make a move to the specified stage if a demand exists for a phase within that stage. Note that the phase(s) 
to be considered for a demand dependant stage is configurable. Stages not specified as demand dependant 
shall be treated as if simultaneous demands are received with the corresponding force bits. 
 
There are 32 F-bits available and each one can force a stage in each configured stage stream. 
 
In the example junction the F-bits are defined on form 16. 
 

9.5.4 Switch Facility, (SF1 to SF16) 

The SF-bit can be used to request a switched sign to be on or off, (see also section 4). A qualification period 
is provided for each SF-bit, meaning that the bit has to be in the 1 or 0 state for a pre-defined period before it 
is actioned, (defined on form 17). 
 
There are 16 SF-bits available, one per switched sign. 
 

9.5.5 CLF Group Timer Synchronisation, (SG) 

Receipt of this signal in the format "0, 1, 0, 1", with each state lasting for 1 second, will cause the controller to 
synchronise the current CLF plan, (i.e. on receipt of the second "1" state, timing is commenced from the start 
of the first group). Note that stream offsets are applied, (see section 12.2.3). 
 

9.5.6 Solar Switch Override, (SO) 

When active this signal overrides the solar switch input and sets the signals to their bright state. When 
inactive the signals will assume the state requested by the solar cell input. 
 

9.5.7 Lamps On from Part-time Mode, (LO1 to LO8) 

The LO-bit is used to request/cancel Part-time mode on a specified stage stream(s). When the LO- bit is 
inactive it is requesting Part-time mode and when active it is cancelling Part-time mode. A qualification 
period is provided for each LO-bit, meaning that the bit has to be in the 1 or 0 state for a pre-defined period 
before it is actioned, (defined on form 17). 
 
There are 8 different LO-bits available, allowing one per stage stream, however one LO-bit can be allocated 
to more than one stage stream. 
 

9.5.8 Time Synchronisation, (TS) 

Receipt of this signal in the format "0, 1, 0, 1", with each state lasting for 1 second, will cause the system 
clock to be synchronised, (i.e. on receipt of the second "1" state, the time will be set to a pre-defined time, 
the day can also be changed). A "window" time and "repeat rate" can also be set to filter out invalid 
synchronisation signals, (SMC handset command). 
 
The standard use of this bit is just to perform clock synchronisation once a day, in which case the reference 
time defines what the clock will be set to on receipt of the correct signal and repeat rate and window time are 
set to 24 hours. In the example junction this can be seen on form 15. 
  
The reference time gives the first, (and maybe the only) time at which synchronisation may occur.  If 
synchronisation is required more than once a day then Repeat Rate, (in hours or minutes) is used to specify 
how often it may occur. 
 
e.g. consider a reference time of 00:30:00 hrs and a repeat rate of 4 hours. This would give possible 

synchronisation times of 00:30:00 hrs, 04:30:00 hrs, 08:30:00 hrs, 12:30:00 hrs, 16:30:00 hrs and 
20:30:00 hrs, (i.e. every repeat rate from the reference time). 

 
The window time is a period, (in hours, minutes or seconds) centred around the synchronisation time during 
which a valid TS-bit will be accepted, anything outside of the window will be ignored. 
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e.g. consider the example above with a 10 minute window, for the first sync time if a valid TS-bit was 
received between 00:25:00 hrs and 00:34:59 hrs, then the time would be synchronised to 00:30:00 
hrs, outside of these times it would be ignored. 

 
It is also possible to configure the TS-bit to change the day of the week. If day changing is used then the 
repeat rate and window time are irrelevant, (i.e. only one sync time is available). When a valid TS-bit is 
received the time of day will be changed to the reference time and the day of the week will be changed to the 
required day, with the date being moved forwards or backwards, (which ever involves the least movement). 
 

9.5.9 Fall Back Mode Selection, (FM1 to FM8) 

The FM-bit is only effective during CLF mode. When activated this bit will cause the controller to fall back to 
the next highest priority mode that is requested, (this would generally by Normal VA or FT). A mode higher 
than CLF in the priority table will override the effect of the FM bit. 
 
There are 8 different FM-bits available, allowing one per stage stream, however one FM-bit can be allocated 
to more than one stage stream. 
 
In the example junction the FM-bits are defined on form 17. 
 

9.5.10 Local Link Inhibit, (LL1 to LL8) 

When an LL-bit is active it will inhibit the stream linking conditions, (i.e. if the associated stream is a master 
or a slave stream, with the LL-bit active it will operate as an unlinked stream). An LL-bit can also be used to 
cancel the effects of a local link inhibit on a stand-alone pedestrian crossing stage stream. 
 
There are 8 different LL-bits available, allowing one per stage stream, however one LL-bit can be allocated 
to more than one stage stream. 
 
In the example junction the LL-bits are defined on form 17 for inhibiting the stream linking options, or on form 
20 for cancelling a stand-alone crossing local link. 
 

9.5.11 Gap Out, (GO1 to GO8) 

When a GO-bit is active it will cause the associated stream to perform gap changes in UTC mode, (e.g. if 
there is a force bit active for the current stage and a force bit active with demand if required, for another 
stage, with the GO-bit active a stage change will be made if there are no extensions for the current stage, 
regardless of the fact that it has an active force bit). The GO-bit is only applicable when using UTC option 1. 
 
There are 8 different GO-bits available, allowing one per stage stream, however one GO-bit can be allocated 
to more than one stage stream. 
 
In the example junction the GO-bits are defined on form 17. 
 

9.5.12 LRT mode inhibit, (LRTI1 to LRTI8) 

Activation of an LRTI bit will cause LRT mode to be inhibited on the associated stream(s). 
 
In the example junction the LRTI-bits are defined on form 17. 
 

9.5.13 Hold Vehicle, (PV1 to PV16) 

Activation of the PV-bit will cause the vehicle phase(s) of a stand-alone pedestrian crossing to be held. 
When it is removed a PV delay timer will run followed by a PV window timer (during which the vehicle phase 
hold is removed). 
 
In the example junction the PV-bit data is defined on form 5-2. 
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9.6 UTC Reply Bits 

Reply bits are signals returned to the UTC instation via an OTU, providing details of controller status. The 
following standard bits are available and operate in all modes :- 
 
 DF - Detector Fault 
 G1  to G32 - Stage Green Confirm 
 FC1 to FC8 - Fall Back Mode Selection Confirm 
 SC1 to SC16 - Switch Facility Confirm 
 HC1 to HC8 - Hurry Call Confirm 
 FGR1 to FGR8 - First CLF Group Confirm 
 SD1 to SD32 - Stage Demand Confirm 
 SR - CLF Group Timer Sync Confirm 
 RT - Time Synchronisation Confirm 
 MC - Manual Control Mode 
 CF - Controller Fault 
 CW - Controller Warning 
 LE - Lamps Extinguished 
 RR - Remote Reconnect 
 TOR1 to TOR8 - Take Over Reply, (i.e. UTC mode active) 
 TF - Test Facility (handset connection) 
 DC - Dim confirm 
 LRTR1 to LRTR8 - LRT mode running 
 LSF - Suspect LRT event 
 LDF - Failed LRT detector/event 
 LEV<phase><event> - LRT event confirm 
 
In the example junction the reply bits required are listed on form 15, with some bit types requiring further 
information on subsequent forms. 
 
The following sections give a detailed description for each type of reply bit available.  Note that other types of 
reply bit can be created using special conditioning. 
 

9.6.1 Detector Fault, (DF) 

The DF-bit may be replied to indicate that there is a DFM fault present, (see form 20). 
 

9.6.2 Stage Green Confirm, (G1 to G32) 

G-bits are replied to indicate that a particular stage(s) is running. There are 32 G-bits available and each one 
may be configured to indicate a stage(s) running in any stream. Simultaneous confirms G1 and G2 can also 
be replied to indicate any of the following conditions:- 
 
 - Manual mode running 
 - Manual mode selected 
 - Signals off due to a fault or lack of mains power 
 - Signals off manually 
 - Controller fault 
 - Controller warning, (Note that specific entries in the warning log may be selected. 
 
In the example junction the G-bits are defined on form 18. 
 

9.6.3 Fall Back Mode Selection Confirm, (FC1 to FC8) 

The FC-bit may be replied to indicate that the Fall Back mode has been selected using an FM control bit. 
There are 8 different FC-bits available, allowing one per stage stream, however one FC-bit can be allocated 
to more than one stage stream. 
 

9.6.4 Switched Facility Confirm, (SC1 to SC16) 

The SC-bit may be replied to indicate that a switched sign has been illuminated using an SF control bit. 
There are 16 SC-bits available, one per switched sign. 
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9.6.5 Hurry Call Confirm, (HC1 to HC8) 

The HC-bit may be replied to indicate that a Hurry Call has been requested, or is being actioned, (i.e. Hurry 
Call in delay or hold periods or adopting the Hurry Call stage). There are 8 different HC-bits available, 
allowing one per stage stream, however one HC-bit can be allocated to more than one stage stream. 
 
In the example junction the HC-bits are defined on form 18. 
 

9.6.6 First CLF Group Confirm, (FGR1 to FGR8) 

The FGR-bit may be replied to indicate that the current CLF plan is running its first group. The reply will be 
given whether CLF is the current mode or not. There are 8 different FGR-bits available, allowing one per 
stage stream, however one FGR-bit can be allocated to more than one stage stream. 
 
In the example junction the FGR-bits are defined on form 18. 
 

9.6.7 Stage Demand Reply, (SD1 to SD32) 

The SD-bit may be replied to indicate the presence of a demand(s) for a demand dependant stage. The 
replies may be for phase and/or stage demands. Where a phase appears in more than one demand 
dependant stage, a demand for it will reply an SD-bit for each of those demand dependant stages. There are 
32 different SD-bits available. 
 
In the example junction the SD-bits are defined on form 19. 
 

9.6.8 CLF Group Timer Synchronisation Confirm, (SR) 

The SR-bit may be replied for a specified duration, to indicate successful synchronisation of a CLF plan 
using the SG control bit. The duration of the reply is normally 3 seconds, however a different duration may be 
configured if required, (see form 15). 
 

9.6.9 Time Synchronisation Confirm, (RT) 

The RT-bit may be replied for a specified duration, to indicate successful synchronisation of the clock using 
the TS control bit. The duration of the reply is normally 3 seconds, however a different duration may be 
configured if required, (see form 15). 
 

9.6.10 Manual Control Mode, (MC) 

The MC-bit may be replied to indicate that Manual mode is either selected or running. In addition to this it 
can also be replied to indicate that the signals have been switched off manually, (see form 20). 
 

9.6.11 Controller Fault, (CF) 

The CF-bit may be replied while there is an entry in the controllers fault log or warning log, or while there is a 
DFM fault. Note that specific entries in the warning log may be selected, (see form 20). 
 

9.6.12 Controller Warning, (CW) 

The CW-bit may be replied while there is an entry in the controllers fault log or warning log. Note that specific 
entries in the warning log may be selected, (see form 20). 
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9.6.13 Lamps Extinguished, (LE) 

The LE-bit may be replied to indicate any of the following conditions:- 
 
 - Signals off due to a fault or lack of mains power 
 - Signals off manually 
 
In the example junction the LE-bit is defined on form 20. 
 

9.6.14 Remote Reconnect, (RR) 

The RR-bit may be replied to indicate that the controller should be released from computer control, due to 
manual intervention, (i.e. Manual mode selected or running, signals off manually, or Manual FT selected or 
running). 
 
In the example junction the RR-bit is defined on form 20. 
 

9.6.15 Take Over Reply, (TOR1 to TOR8) 

The TOR-bit may be replied to confirm that the central office computer has taken control of the MTC, (i.e. it 
is in UTC mode). There are 8 different TOR-bits available, allowing one per stage stream, however one 
TOR-bit can be allocated to more than one stage stream. 
 
In the example junction the TOR-bits are defined on form 18. 
 

9.6.16 Test Facility, (TF) 

The TF-bit may be replied to confirm that an engineers' handset has been plugged in. The signal is latched 
so if the handset is removed the TF-bit will still be replied. The TF-bit will be reset at a configurable time 
every day, known as the TF-bit reset time, (see form 15). 
 

9.6.17 Dim Confirm, (DC) 

The DC-bit may be replied to indicate that the signals are in the dim state. 
 

9.6.18 LRT Mode Running, (LRTR1 to LRTR8) 

An LRTR-bit is replied if the associated stage stream(s) is in LRT mode (Form 18) 
 
In the example junction the LRTR-bits are defined on form 18. 
 

9.6.19 Suspect LRT Event, (LSF) 

The LSF is replied when one or more suspect event failures have been recorded by the controller. 
 

9.6.20 Failed LRT Detector/Event, (LDF) 

The LDF is replied when one or more detector or event failures have been recorded by the controller. 
 

9.6.21 LRT Event Confirm, (LEV<phase><event>) 

The controller will reply with a LEV-bit while the corresponding event is active, i.e. timing a sequence. Exit 
events do not have a timed sequence and hence cannot be reported. If required it is possible to reply 
multiple LEV-bits on the same UTC reply bit. 
 

9.7 Linking to Pedestrian Controllers 

Facilities are provided for linking to a local pedestrian controller, (form 35) or to a stand-alone pedestrian 
stage stream, (see section 2.10). 
 
The linking signal may be associated with the start or end of a configured stage or phase. Delay, inhibit 
release and override timers can be specified. 
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10. FIXED TIME MODE 

 

10.1 General 

Fixed Time mode may be selected either by the mode select switch on the manual panel or as the normal 
mode of operation. Both methods are recognised as individual modes for priority purposes. 
 
When Fixed Time mode ceases, demands will be inserted for all non-running phases to prevent any vehicles 
becoming trapped between the loop detectors and the stop-line, without a demand. Note that the actual 
phases to be demanded are specified at configuration time, (see example junction, form 12). 
 
There are two different options for Fixed Time working as follows:- 
 
 - Fixed Time Mode 
 - VA mode running to current maximums 
 
Note that only one option can be configured per stage stream. 
 
In the example junction FT mode data is defined on form 21. 
 

10.2 Fixed Time Mode 

In Fixed Time mode stages appear in a fixed, but configurable order, and each stage runs for a fixed, but 
configurable duration, (FIX handset command). All local demands and extensions are disregarded during 
Fixed Time mode. The stage durations are exclusive to Fixed Time mode and do not include intergreen 
timings or phase delays which will still operate as if in VA mode. The Fixed Time sequence does not 
necessarily have to include all of the stages, but a stage can only appear once in the sequence. Therefore, if 
a movement is required to appear more than once, duplicate stages must be used. 
 
Phases with conditional appearance (i.e. type 1, 2 or 3) will always appear during Fixed Time, and any all-red 
extension moves will be automatically extended to their maximum for safety reasons, (see section 19). 
 

10.3 VA Mode Running to Current Maximums 

For this option instead of running a fixed sequence with fixed timings, VA mode stage selection is used and 
permanent demands and extensions are inserted for all phases. Therefore, the controller will cycle around all 
phases and each will run to its current maximum green time, as selected by the MTCS, (see section 20.3.5). 
 
Certain phases can be configured as demand dependant so that they will appear as requested by local 
demands and extensions. 
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11. VEHICLE ACTUATED MODE 

 

11.1 General 

In VA mode the controller is continually monitoring all demands, extensions and maximum green timers, in 
order to select a stage that satisfies those demands and extensions that are present. When trying to select a 
suggested stage to run next the controller will attempt to find the next stage in cyclic order, from the current 
one, that satisfies the most demands without any being skipped and terminates the minimum number of 
phases. 
 
If the suggested stage is not the current one then a stage change may occur, subject to minimum greens, 
extensions, maximum greens, intergreens and stage to stage movement restrictions. If the move to the 
suggested stage is prohibited then the controller will remain in the current stage until the demand/extension 
status requests a stage to stage move that is permitted, or has an alternative stage specified, (see section 
15). 
 
Referring to the example junction, (form 3, for stream 1) if demands existed for all phases, but no 
extensions, then the controller would simply cycle around the stages, (1-2-3-4-1) running each stage for its 
minimum, (i.e. the longest minimum out of the phases that will lose ROW at the end of the stage). 
 
If extensions existed then stage 1 would be held by the extensions on phase B and a change to stage 2 
would not occur until either phase B extensions cease or its maximum green timer expires. Extensions for 
phase A will not hold stage 1, when there is a demand for a phase(s) in stage 2, as it runs in both stages. If, 
however, phase A was being extended and there was only a demand for a phase(s) in stage 3, then stage 1 
would be held by extensions for phase A and/or phase B. 
 

11.2 Arterial Reversion 

When a stage has gained ROW, if there are no further demands, ROW would normally remain on that 
stage. Arterial Reversion allows ROW to revert to a nominated stage or phase in the absence of any further 
demands and/or extensions, subject to any minimum greens, intergreens and stage to stage movement 
restrictions. 
 
If the arterial reversion is to a stage, then ROW will always change to that stage in the absence of demands 
and extensions. 
 
If the arterial reversion is to a phase, then ROW will change to the specified phase, which may appear in 
several stages. The reversion will then be to the next stage in cyclic order containing the reversion phase. 
 
The name "Arterial Reversion" is derived from its normal use, which is for reverting to the main, (arterial) 
traffic movement. So, during quiet periods, (i.e. night-time) ROW will always revert to the main traffic 
movement and any isolated vehicles on that movement will not have to wait for intergreen times, if the 
previous vehicle was on a side road. 
 
In the example junction the arterial reversion is defined on form 21. 
 

11.3 VA Stage Select Option 

Normally when the controller is selecting the next stage to run it will choose the next stage in cyclic order, 
(i.e. the nearest stage). It is possible to configure a stage stream to choose the farthest stage, still without 
any demands being skipped. 
 
For example, consider stage stream 1 on the example junction, (form 3). If ROW was on stage 4 and there 
was a demand for phase A, normally the controller would select stage 1 to run next. However, if the stream 
was configured to select the farthest stage, then stage 2 would be selected to run next. 
 
In the example junction the VA stage select option is defined on form 21. 
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11.4 Stand-Alone Pedestrian Crossings 

VA mode on a stand-alone pedestrian crossing stage stream can operate in one of three pedestrian 
vehicle sub-modes as follows:- 
 

- Vehicle Actuated (VA) 
- Pre-Timed Maximum (PTM ) 
- Fixed Vehicle Period (FVP) 

 
In the VA sub-mode the vehicle phase maximum green timers start on receipt of an opposing demand, 
(standard operation). This is normally the default method of operation. 
 
In the PTM sub-mode the vehicle phase maximum green timers start as soon as the phase reaches 
green, regardless of whether there are any opposing demands. Note that normal gap changes will still 
occur. 
 
In the FVP sub-mode the vehicle phase(s) must run for a fixed period of time, longer than the normal 
minimum green time. This effectively causes the vehicle phase(s) to run to a maximum time with or 
without extensions being present. 
 
Any one of the above sub-modes can be configured as the default mode of operation. The current sub-
mode can be changed either by a timetable event, (see section 20.3.11) or using the PMD handset 
command. 
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12. CABLELESS LINKING FACILITY 

12.1 General 

The Cableless Linking Facility allows for the linking of traffic signals using timing information derived from the 
MTCS. All signal controllers in a linked system should be related to a common cycle time for any particular 
CLF plan. The MTCS instructs the controller to change from one plan to another. Group timers for each plan 
are used to specify when to exert group influences, (i.e. move from one nominated stage to another). 
 
A CLF plan is introduced by the MTCS, (see section 20.3.2). If a mode change occurs resulting in CLF 
becoming operational, or a plan change occurs via the MTCS, then any attempt to change to the next stage 
may be delayed until the start of the next group timing period. When a plan change occurs all streams in the 
new plan will start with group 1, after any stream offsets, (see section 12.2.3). 
 
In the example junction CLF mode data is defined on form 22. 
 

12.2 CLF Plan Organisation 

A CLF plan is made up of a number of groups for each stage stream. Each group runs for a pre-defined 
group time and during that time it exerts a group influence, (see section 12.3) which may cause a stage 
change to occur. 
 
Each CLF plan has the following associated time periods:- 
 
 - Plan cycle time 
 - Plan delay time 
 - Stream offset times 
 - Group start times 
 
The following sections describe each of the above time periods in detail. 
 

12.2.1 CLF Plan Cycle Time 

A cycle time is defined for each CLF plan which may be viewed/modified using the CLC handset command. 
The cycle time is the timing used to ensure that all controllers in a linked system remain in step. 
 

12.2.2 CLF Plan Delay Time 

A plan delay time may be defined for each CLF plan and can be viewed/modified using the CLD handset 
command. This actually delays the start of the plan when it is requested by the timetable. For example, if 
plan 1 was requested by the timetable at 07:00:00 hrs and it had a plan delay time of 20 seconds, it would 
not actually start until 07:00:20 hrs. When the plan does start it will be at the beginning of group 1, although a 
stream may be delayed by a further offset period, (see section 12.2.3). 
 
 

12.2.3 CLF Plan Stream Offset Time 

A stream offset time may be defined for each stage stream in each CLF plan and can be viewed/modified 
using the CLO handset command. When the plan delay time has expired a stream with an offset time will be 
further delayed from starting group 1 by that offset time. This time is used to offset the cycles of different 
stage streams, (e.g. where two streams are on the same road, the offset time can be used to cater for the 
time to travel between each stream). 
 
If a plan synchronisation signal is received via a UTC SG-bit, any stage stream with an offset time of 0 
seconds will immediately move to the start of group 1. Any stage stream with an offset time greater than 0 
seconds will immediately move to the point in the cycle that is the offset time before the start of group 1, so 
that "offset" seconds after the plan has been synchronised the stream will be starting group 1. 
 

12.2.4 CLF Plan Group Start Times 

A number of group start times may be defined for each stage stream in each CLF plan and can be 
viewed/modified using the handset CLI command. Group start times are used to break down the cycle time 
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into groups, during which influences are exerted, (see section 12.3). The start time for group 1 must always 
be 0 seconds. Group times should be long enough to cover the largest intergreens to the stage plus the 
longest minimum of any phase within that stage, otherwise the controller may lose synchronism with other 
linked controllers. 
 

12.3 CLF Group Influences 

An influence may be defined for each group required in each stage stream in each CLF plan. These 
influences can be viewed/modified using the CLI handset command. A group influence can be any one of 
the following :- 
 
     INFLUENCE MEANING 
 
 IS  ISolate - allows unrestricted local VA operation, except that the phase maximums 

are ignored, therefore phases may only terminate on a gap change.  The 
controller is actually still in CLF mode. 

 
 IM  Immediate Move - move immediately to the specified stage subject to the usual 

constraints of minimum greens, intergreens and stage to stage movement 
restrictions. 

 
 DM  Demand dependant Move - make an immediate move to the specified stage 

provided that a demand exists for a phase(s) within that stage. 
 
 HS  Hold Stage - do not allow any stage changes to occur. ROW will remain on the 

current stage. Care should be taken if this influence follows a group that involved 
an alternative move as the controller could become held in the alternative stage. 

 
 PX  Prevent eXcept - prevent all moves except to the specified stage, but only if a 

demand exists for a phase within that stage and there are no extensions for any 
phases in the current stage. 

 
 AI  Add Immediate move - add an immediate move to the existing influences, (see 

note below). 
 
 AD  Add Demand dependant move - adds a demand dependant move to the existing 

influences, (see note below). 
 
With influences DM, PX and AD if a demand does not occur, then ROW will rest on the current stage until 
either, a demand occurs, or another group influence is exerted. 
 
Note: Influences AI and AD will have no effect if the previous group influence has been actioned. With an 
ADD influence the controller effectively increases the previous group by the ADD group time and during that 
extra time it considers both the previous influence and the ADD influence, but only one of them may be 
actioned. Hence if at the start of the ADD group the previous influence has already been actioned then the 
ADD influence will be ignored. 
 
ADD influences are generally used as shown in Plan 2 for the example junction. Group 6  is a demand 
dependant move to stage 4 and group 7 is an ADD immediate move to stage 1. This means that if there is a 
demand for stage 4 during group 6 then move to it and hold for groups 7 and 8, otherwise move to stage 1 at 
the start of group 7 and hold until the end of group 1. 
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12.4 Example Plan 

This description refers to Plan 2, stream 1 for the example junction, (see form 22). 
 
Plan 2 starts with group 1, which forces an immediate move to stage 1. If a demand for stage 2 does not 
occur during groups 2 or 3 and a demand for stage 3 does not occur during group 3 then ROW will remain 
on stage 1 and will be held for the duration of group 4. However, if there was a demand for stage 2 during 
either groups 2 or 3 then ROW would change to stage 2 and group 4 would hold it there. Alternatively, if 
there was a demand for stage 3 during group 3, ROW would change to stage 3 and group 4 would hold it 
there. During group 3 which ever demand occurred first would be the one that was actioned. 
 
If at the start of group 5 ROW was on stage 3, then it would remain there during group 5. If ROW was on 
either stage 1 or stage 2 then group 5 would force an immediate move to stage 3. 
 
If a demand for stage 4 does not occur during group 6 then group 7 will force an immediate move to stage 1 
and group 8 will hold it there. However, if there was a demand for stage 4 during group 6 then ROW would 
change to stage 4, group 7 would be ignored and group 8 would hold stage 4. 
 
When group 8 ends the plan will start at group 1 again. 
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13. MOVA MODE 

 

13.1 General 

The MTC incorporates an integral MOVA facility. MOVA refers to the Microprocessor Optimised Vehicle 
Actuated method of traffic intersection control, developed by the Transport Research Laboratory (TRL).  
 
Integral MOVA has been achieved by including the MOVA stage selection algorithm in the MTC software. 
The algorithm is included in the part of the MOVA software known as the MOVA kernel. 
 
Note that the MTC's handset interface is suitable for use with the TRL terminal software MOVACOMMS 
package. 
 
NOTE: MOVA mode is OPTIONAL. 
 
For further details on MOVA operation and set-up refer to the following TRL documentation:- 
 
 - MOVA Traffic Control Manual (AG10) 
 - MOVA Data Set-up Guide (AG11) 
 - MOVA Equipment User Guide (AG12) 
 
In the example junction MOVA data is defined on forms 37 to 42. 
 

13.2 MOVA Mode Selection 

MOVA mode is currently available on stream 1 only, and may be configured by specifying a priority number 
for it in the mode priority table. 
 
MOVA mode will be available for selection provided that the following conditions are satisfied:- 
 
 - the MOVA warm-up period has ended 
 - there are no MOVA errors active 
 - MOVA mode is not inhibited by special conditioning or by the MI handset command 
 
If the above conditions are satisfied and MOVA is the highest priority requested mode then MOVA mode will 
be selected. 
 
Note that the MOVA warm-up period begins when the controller is reset, and continues until a full stage 
cycle has been completed. During this period the controller will run the highest priority requested mode 
excluding MOVA, (normally FT or VA) while MOVA initialises its junction variables. 
 

13.3 MOVA Stage Selection 

Stages selected by MOVA will only be actioned when the stream is in MOVA mode.  MOVA stage selections 
are not able to override prohibited stage moves, phase minimum green periods, or phase intergreen 
durations. 
 
It should be noted that MOVA stage numbers may not necessarily be the same as the controller stage 
numbers, (e.g. MOVA may only be using a sub-set of the total number of stages available in the controller). 
See form 41 in the example junction. 
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13.4 MOVA Control Errors 

The majority of the errors indicated by stand-alone MOVA units do not apply to the MTC's integrated MOVA 
system. Those that do apply are indicated using the MTC's warning log. 
 
There are three error conditions which can occur whilst in MOVA mode:- 
 
 (i) MOVA stage selection out of range - MOVA has selected a stage which is not configured. 
 
 (ii) Stage change prohibited - MOVA has selected a stage which cannot be achieved because it 

is a prohibited move or is inhibited by special conditioning. 
 
 (iii) MOVA stage stuck - MOVA has requested the same stage for 120 seconds or 32000/F 

seconds whichever is the greater, where F is the smoothed junction flow in vehicles/hour/10. 
This check is suspended when F<=100. 

 
If any of the above errors occur, a MOVA warning will be added to the warning log and control will revert to 
the next requested mode in priority order. MOVA mode will remain unavailable until a stage change has 
occurred, when another attempt will be made to select MOVA mode. 
 
Whenever an error is detected the MOVA warning count in the warnings log is incremented by a pre-defined 
value, (configurable for each error). Normally these values would be 5 except for the stage stuck error which 
would typically be 2. Thereafter, the warning count is decremented, to a minimum of 0, at a rate specified in 
the MOVA configuration data, provided MOVA makes a valid stage change. The decrement rate would 
normally be once per hour. 
 
If the error count reaches a limit specified in the MOVA configuration data, (typically 20) then MOVA mode 
will remain disabled until the warning log is cleared using a handset. When the warning log is cleared MOVA 
mode will become available for selection, subject to the usual conditions, (see section 13.2). 
 
Recent experience has proved that the stage stuck error is often better set to 0, as it can occur quite often 
during quieter periods. This means that stage stuck errors will be recorded in the warning log, but will not 
increment the error count. 
 
In the example junction the MOVA error data is defined on form 42. 
 

13.5 MOVA Site Data 

There are four sets of MOVA site data available, the current set being selected via the timetable. 
 
Fixed site data, (i.e. data defining the physical aspects of the junction that cannot be changed) and default 
values for the modifiable data are stored in the configuration EPROM. The modifiable data is copied to 
battery backed RAM by the RCP handset command. 
 
At system start-up, the current site data will be created in the form required by MOVA, from the modifiable 
data in RAM and the fixed data in EPROM. If the timetable indicates that a different set of site data is 
required, the new data will be set-up at the beginning of stage 1. 
 

13.6 MOVA Messages 

The MOVA kernel produces messages indicating the progress of its stage selection decisions. These 
messages may be displayed using the VM handset command. Once the command has been entered, 
subsequent messages generated by MOVA will be displayed on the handset, until another command is 
entered or the handset is disconnected. The format of the messages is as defined by TRL in their MOVA 
Equipment User Guide, (AG12). 
 
These messages are used to drive the MOVACOMMS package. 
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13.7 MOVA Assessment/Hourly Flow Log 

An assessment/hourly flow log is provided containing assessment records and hourly flow records as 
provided in the TRL MOVA unit. The format of the records is as defined by TRL in their MOVA Equipment 
User Guide, (AG12). 
 
Both the assessment and hourly flow records can be included or excluded from the log using the AI and HI 
handset commands. The data will still be calculated while record logging is inhibited, so that, when 
re-enabled, the record for the current timing period can be stored. 
 
By definition, hourly flow records are added to the log every hour, but assessment records may be logged at 
varying times. It is possible to define up to 24 times of day at which assessment records are to be logged, 
with irregular intervals between records if required. The times are defined using the AT handset command. 
 
The assessment/hourly flow log may be displayed and cleared by the DA and CA handset commands 
respectively. It is also cleared by the RCP command, but is not cleared on start-up. 
 
The log is large enough to contain one week's data for a configuration with the maximum number of stages 
and lanes, storing 24 hourly flow and 24 assessment records each day. 
 
If the time and/or date are changed the data for the current assessment or hourly flow period will not be 
written to the log, since the data would be inconsistent. Normal logging will resume from the next time period. 
 
In the example junction the assessment times are defined on form 42. 
 

13.8 MOVA Average Flows 

MOVA calculates average flow rates during each half-hour period, on each day of the week, for each lane, 
which are used to estimate traffic movements in the event of suspect detectors. These flows may be 
displayed using the DF handset command, and cleared with CF command. 
 
Since it takes a week to create the average flows the CF command includes a confirmation sequence to 
prevent the flows from accidental deletion. The flows are also cleared by the RCP command, but are not 
cleared on start-up. 
 

13.9 MOVA Data Downloading 

In earlier versions of MTC software with MOVA, data changes could only be made by reconfiguration of 
the site data EPROM. However, from version 11 onwards a facility exists for modifying MOVA data on 
site. This consists of a new handset command, RS, which will download a file of data created from the 
print file output from the TRL MOVASETUP program. Creation of the download file requires the separate 
DOS based MTC MOVA Data Download Utility program named ‘mtcmovdl.exe’, which is available from 
Microsense. 
 
Note that this facility cannot change the structure of MOVA, (e.g. no. of links/lanes/stages, detectors, etc) 
but can change most other items of data. For more detailed information refer to the MTC MOVA Data 
Download Utility User Manual, (document no. 40-9001-066). 
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14. LRT MODE 

 

14.1 General 

LRT Mode (which is OPTIONAL) is provided to give tram priority, it is however not restricted specifically to 
trams. 
 
In LRT mode certain phases are designated as LRT phases. LRT phases have a tram detection system 
associated with them. The detection system allows up to four events to be defined. 
 
The LRT events are:- 
 
 Prepare: Allows six timed influences to be applied. 
 Demand: Allows six timed influences to be applied. 
 Stopline: A timed 'Phase Request' is exerted if the LRT phase is not running. 
 Exit: Terminates LRT influences for this phase. 
 
LRT events occur in the above sequence, although some of the events may not be defined, an exit event is 
normally configured. 
 
LRT mode is selected if it is the highest priority requested mode. Requests for LRT mode are generated by 
event actions. LRT mode requests will be ignored if inhibited by UTC or by follow or overlap inhibits. 
 
The basic operation of the LRT facilities is as follows:- 
 

When the tram reaches the prepare loop the junction is changed to a condition which will allow an 
immediate move to the LRT stage when the demand loop is reached. 
 
When the tram reaches the demand loop the a priority request is inserted for the LRT phase, 
(similar to a Hurry Call). 
 
When the tram reaches the stopline loop, it is assumed that, if the LRT phase is green the tram will 
pass through the junction. Therefore, the LRT phase can be stopped and the next stage is 
prevented from appearing until the tram clears the junction. If the LRT phase is not running then it is 
activated. 
 
When the tram reaches the exit loop a new stage is allowed to appear, as soon as intergreen 
durations allow. 

 
The operation of the system is sufficiently flexible to cope with detector failures and trams blocked by traffic. 
 
In the example junction LRT mode data is defined on forms 43 to 48. 
 

14.2 LRT Phase/Stage Selection 

LRT phases run when demanded and terminate as soon as the tram clears the junction. Even if two LRT 
phases appear in the same stage they appear and terminate independently. To achieve this LRT phases 
should be configured as demand dependent (appearance type 2) and terminate on gap or max (termination 
type 5). 
 
Phase Requests: - A phase request is a high priority phase demand. When a phase request is entered for 
an LRT phase, latched phase demands, (and extensions) are also asserted. The demand remains in force 
until the phase runs, while the extension will be terminated by activation of the stopline or exit events. 
 
Phase Priorities: - LRT phases are given a priority ordering, this can be different for each LRT timing set so 
that the order can change with time of day. The priorities cannot be changed from the handset. Phase 
priority arbitration is used when two or more LRT phases generate influences of the same type at the same 
time, once a phase has gained control its influences will not be displaced by ones from a higher priority 
phase. Where several LRT phases can run in the same stage the priority ordering becomes irrelevant if they 
are demanded at the same time. 
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LRT phase maximum timers will run as normal phase maximum timers except that they will operate in all 
modes, including UTC and CLF. 
 
In addition to the existing configurable latched revertive demand when a phase is terminated with an 
extension active, this mode allows LRT phases to apply a revertive LRT extension demand for any LRT 
phase if the maximum times out. 
 
In LRT mode stage selection is based on VA but with LRT influences taking priority over phase demands. 
 
The following priority order applies:- 
 
 top: LRT phase requests, 
  immediate & demand dependant moves, 
  hold stage, 
  prevent except, 
 bottom: phase demands. 
 
In selecting a new stage prohibited stage moves are not ignored. 
 
Influences are generated as a result of event actions associated with the LRT phases, events and influences 
are discussed later. 
 

14.3 LRT Overlap and Inhibit Timers 

Follow Inhibit 
 
When an LRT phase terminates, a follow inhibit period is entered, this prevents the phase from applying 
influences, however the influences are timed and the phase may appear if demanded. 
 
Overlap Window and Inhibit 
 
Each LRT phase may have overlap window and inhibit periods defined and a set of LRT phases to be 
affected by the inhibit. When the LRT phase runs the overlap window period is started, other LRT phases 
are allowed to run in this period. When the window period ends the overlap inhibit period starts, during this 
period the phases affected by the inhibit are prevented from running, influences are timed but otherwise 
ignored, except for any phase demands, which are stored and applied at the end of the period. 
 
In the example junction the follow inhibit period and overlap window/inhibit times are defined on form 44. 
 

14.4 LRT Interstage timing 

It is important to ensure a sufficient intergreen period to allow a tram to cross the junction, this is achieved by 
the use of extendible intergreens, (see section 16.3) 
 

14.5 LRT timing sets 

Four LRT timing sets are available, the current LRT timing set is selected from the MTCS in the same way 
as phase and detector timing sets, (see section 20.3.7) 
 
The following items are accessed via the LRT timing sets:- 
 
 LRT event delay times, (LED command) – see form 44 
 LRT influence sequences for prepare events, (LPI command) – see form 45 
 LRT influence sequences for demand events, (LDI command) – see form 46 
 LRT stopline influence hold time,  (LSI command) – see form 44 
 LRT overlap window periods, (LOW command) – see form 44 
 LRT overlap inhibit periods, (LOI command) – see form 44 
 LRT follow inhibit periods, (LFI command) – see form 44 
 LRT phase priorities – see form 44 
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14.6 LRT Events 

An event is triggered by a set of input changes occurring together, (e.g. input 1 going active and input 2 
going inactive might define the trigger for the prepare event on phase B). 
 
The input state changes that make up the event trigger must all occur within a configured interval, this 
interval is common to all events. 
 
A number of separate trigger definitions can be configured for the same event. In addition to this special 
conditioning may be used to trigger an event. 
 
There is a configurable delay between an event being triggered and its being actioned, these delays may be 
changed from the handset, (LED command). These delays can for instance allow the same detection loop to 
generate the trigger for two events but with different delays so that they occur in the correct sequence. 
 
Events are expected to occur in the order prepare, demand, stopline, exit, if a configured event is missed 
from this sequence that event is marked as suspect, (and eventually as failed). 
 
Prepare/Demand Event Influence Sequences 
 
For either of these events a sequence of up to six timed influences is enacted. The same influences are 
available for both events. Except in the case of null influences, LRT mode is requested while an influence is 
being timed. If an influence has a zero hold time it is still applied. 
 
The following list describes the influences available. The influences will only take effect while LRT mode is 
selected, though LRT phase demands and extensions apply in any mode. 
 
 Hold stage selection - Prevent stage moves except stage changes already in progress. 
 
 Prevent except - Prevent moves to any stage except those specified. Will not 

prevent stage changes already in progress. 
 
 Immediate move - Move to the specified stage and hold. Moves are subject to 

minimum and intergreen timing restrictions and cannot override 
prohibited or alternative moves or stage inhibits. 

 
 Demand dep move - Move to specified stage and hold provided there is either a 

demand for that stage or for one of the phases in it. The move is 
also subject to the same constraints as for immediate moves. 

 
 Add immediate move - Adds an immediate move to the existing influences. 
 
 Add dmd dep move - Adds a demand dependent move to the existing influences. 
 
 LRT phase request - Inserts an LRT phase request, a latched phase demand and  an 

extension demand for the LRT phase. 
 
 LRT phase demand - Inserts a latched phase demand for the LRT phase. 
 
 Null influence - No influence is applied, but period is timed. 
 
All influences, except for the add immediate and add demand dependant stage request influences, cancel 
any previous influence imposed. When the sequence is complete, the request for LRT mode and all 
influences, except LRT phase demand are removed. 
 
Note: Prepare influences are cancelled by the occurrence of the demand event. 
 
In the example junction the prepare/demand event data is defined on forms 45/46. 
 
Stopline Actions 
 
If when this event occurs the phase is running then the LRT extension demand will be removed, causing the 
phase to terminate. 
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Alternatively if the LRT phase is not running, LRT mode is requested and an LRT phase request, phase 
demand and extension demand are applied and the stopline influence timer is started. If the stopline 
influence timer duration is zero, the LRT mode request and LRT phase request will not be imposed but the 
demand for the LRT phase will be inserted. 
 
Exit Actions 
 
If there have been no preceding events, no action is taken. Otherwise any influence sequence currently in 
effect is cancelled, the LRT extension demand is removed to terminate the phase, and the intergreen 
extension demand from the LRT phase is removed to allow earliest possible termination of the intergreen. 
 
Exit Event Timeout 
 
In order to cope with a missing exit event, the system includes an exit event timeout duration, which is 
configurable from the handset, (LET command). 
 
The exit event timeout timer is started at the same time as the LRT phase maximum timer. If the LRT phase 
maximum timer is cancelled then the exit timer is also cancelled, and will be re-started when the phase 
maximum timer is re-started. 
 
Should the exit event timeout expire before the exit event occurs the actions taken are the same as if the exit 
event had occurred, except that it is possible to specify that a latched phase demand and optionally 
extension demand be inserted, to ensure that no trams are stuck at the stopline. 
 
This timer is stopped if the exit event occurs while it is running. 
 

Note: Events occur and influences are generated independently of the control mode in operation, when 
LRT mode is not the selected mode, the influences will be ignored. 

 
In the example junction the exit timeout period is defined on form 43. 
 

14.7 Tram Monitoring 

LRT events are expected to occur in the order: Prepare, Demand, Stopline, Exit. The controller will check for 
events missing from the expected sequence. When an event is first found to be missing a suspect event 
failure will be indicated. If an event is found to be suspect on a configurable number of consecutive 
occasions, it will be considered to have failed. 
 
Both suspect and actual faults will be automatically reset when the failed events occur as expected. 
 
Some events may not be configured. In this case the suspect event indications will not be generated. 
 
When an LRT detector has failed, the event(s) associated with it may not occur, since the detector input 
does not change state. If the controller is able to determine that an event cannot occur because some or all 
of the detectors associated with it are failed, (see section 18.1.4) then the missing event will not be marked 
as an event failure. 
 
The warning log will contain separate counts of suspect event failures, actual event failures and detector 
failures. An entry will be added to the historical warning log whenever a failure is generated and when it is 
cleared. In all cases the detector id or the LRT phase and event are recorded. 
 

14.8 LRT Failure Actions 

Since LRT priority control is based on tram detection and resultant LRT events, if detectors are faulty the 
events will not occur and trams may not get proper priority control. Therefore the controller will provide 
optional failure actions which can be used to replace LRT priority control in these circumstances, as 
required. 
 
The failure actions described below will be applied when the associated events have failed. When the event 
failures are cleared the failure actions will be removed and normal LRT operations will resume. 
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The following actions can be achieved:- 
 
 - No special action required, continue to operate LRT priority using whichever events are still able 

to occur. 
 - Ignore all events for the phase and impose a permanent phase demand. 
 - Ignore all events for the phase and impose a permanent phase demand and extension. 
 - Ignore all events for the phase and change the conditions of appearance and termination of the 

phase, (typically to appear at start of stage and terminate at the end). 
 - Ignore all events for the phase, impose a permanent demand and change the conditions of 

appearance. 
 - Request CLF mode to run currently timetabled plan. 
 - Turn off the centre lamp drive to LRT signals. 
 
An event will be considered to have failed if all possible input combinations which trigger it cannot be 
achieved because of failed inputs, or if there is an actual event failure on that event resulting from event 
sequence checking. 
 
The actions to be taken will be specified for each LRT phase, for each combination of failed events on that 
phase. Thus for instance, it will be possible to specify that a failure on the prepare event of a phase doesn't 
require any action, but  failures on the prepare and demand events requires a permanent phase demand. 
 
The change in LRT phase appearance and termination conditions is achieved by the use of dummy phases, 
one or other of which is always inhibited. When the failure actions are applied, the LRT phase is inhibited 
and the alternative phase enabled, thus the alternative phase will run in place of the LRT phase. Neither of 
these phases drives the signals, this is achieved by using a third, (real) phase configured to appear and 
terminate in association with either of the dummy phases, (using appearance type 4 and termination type 2). 
 
In order to introduce CLF mode in the event of failure, it is necessary to inhibit CLF mode when there are no 
failures. Thus under normal operation, the CLF plans are running but CLF mode is inhibited by LRT, this 
inhibit applies irrespective of the current mode of operation. If a failure action requires introduction of CLF 
mode, the CLF inhibit is removed, allowing the influences from the CLF plan to be applied if CLF mode is 
consequently selected. 
 
In the example junction LRT failure actions are defined on form 48. 
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14.9 Manual Facilities 

The standard MTC manual facilities are available for LRT controllers, (see section 23). 
 
LRT mode indication can be achieved using special conditioning and a spare manual panel LED. 
 
Manual stage selection buttons can be configured to call specific LRT phases, this is done by specifying one 
stage containing only the LRT phase, defining that the stage selection button calls this stage and configuring 
the LRT phase as 'phase always appears in manual'. 
 
It is possible to disable the LRT phase pushbuttons by entering a handset command to set a special 
conditioning bit, (SCB command). 
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15. STAGE TO STAGE MOVEMENT 

 

15.1 General 

If a specific stage to stage movement cannot be permitted due to safety reasons, or method of control, it is 
possible to restrict the move by prohibiting it or by specifying an alternative stage to move to. Ripple changes 
are also available, (i.e. where the controller can change its target stage during an interstage period). 
 
A number of different stage to stage movement tables may be configured and each one can be allocated to 
a particular mode(s) on one or more stage streams. 
 
In the example junction stage to stage movement data is defined on form 23. 
 

15.2 Permitted Moves 

All stage to stage movements that may be directly made as they are perfectly safe, are known as permitted 
moves. 
 
Where a stage may only appear in one mode there will be occasions when the stage is active and the mode 
changes. In this instance moves from that stage must therefore be permitted for all safe stage to stage 
moves in all other modes. This is to allow the stage to be terminated in the new mode, if the moves from it 
were prohibited this could cause a lock-up situation. For example Stage 0, (all-red) is generally only used in 
Manual mode, but all safe moves from it are allowed in all other modes. 
 

15.3 Prohibited Moves 

When the controller has conditions present that require it to make a prohibited stage to stage movement, it 
will ignore this stage and wait until there is a request for a permitted move. 
 
During VA mode if the controller cannot find a permitted move then ROW will change to the arterial reversion 
stage/phase, if there is one configured, otherwise ROW will remain on the current stage until conditions exist 
for making a permitted move. 
 
Prohibited moves are generally used in Manual, UTC and CLF modes. 
 

15.4 Alternative Moves 

Instead of configuring a certain stage to stage movement as prohibited, it is possible to instruct the controller 
to move to a nominated alternative stage instead. The alternative stage may be one that is in general use or 
it may exist specifically for this move. When the alternative stage gains ROW the controller re-assesses the 
situation and acts as if this stage was achieved by normal methods, (i.e. the move to the original target stage 
may not be desirable now, due to the demands present, in which case another stage(s) may run before 
finally reaching the original target stage). 
 
If the nominated stage is used only for the alternative move then the only move permitted to it will be from 
the original current stage, and the only move permitted from it will be to the original target stage. All other 
moves from the alternative stage will be specified as alternative moves to the original target stage. This will 
ensure that the original target stage is reached before any other stage changes occur. 
 
Alternative moves are generally used in UTC, CLF, VA, Hurry Call and Part-time Modes. 
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15.5 Ripple Changes 

With permitted moves, once the controller has entered the interstage period, no stage change decisions can 
be made until the next stage is reached. With ripple changes, stage change decisions can be made during 
an interstage period. 
 
If the controller is in an interstage period and it wishes to change its target stage, due to differing demand 
conditions, then a move specified as a ripple change can be made provided that all relevant intergreens are 
met or exceeded. However, correct appearance of the phases gaining ROW, in the new target stage, (i.e. in 
the right order, keeping any staggering of appearance due to either different length intergreens or gaining 
phase delays) cannot be guaranteed. Therefore, it is advisable not to specify ripple changes for movement 
to any stage where the order of gaining phase appearance is important. 
 
Ripple changes can be used in all modes, except for Manual. 
 
Consider the example junction with stream 1 just beginning a change to stage 2 in VA mode due to a 
demand for phase C, which is unlatched. A demand for phase D also exists. The  demand for C is then 
removed before either phase C or E begins it’s starting sequence, the controller can now change it’s mind 
and move to stage 3 instead, because the 1-3 move is configured as ripple change allowed on form 23. 
 

RIPPLE CHANGES SHOULD BE USED WITH DISCRETION. 
 
(If in doubt contact Microsense) 
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16. PHASE TO PHASE INTERGREENS 

 

16.1 General 

An intergreen is a safety period between one phase losing ROW and another phase gaining ROW. 
Individual intergreen timing values can be specified for any phase to phase transition, but must be specified 
for all conflicting phase to phase transitions. All intergreen durations can be viewed/modified using the IGN 
handset command. 
 
Intergreen times cannot be violated even in the event of multiple stage changes, (i.e. an intergreen will time 
through an intermediate stage). 
 
Where a number of different intergreen values exist to phases gaining ROW, the longest intergreen will be 
used. This can be seen on the example junction, (form 24). Intergreen A - D is 4 seconds, B - D is 5 seconds 
and C - D is 6 seconds, giving a 1 - 3 intergreen of 5 seconds and a 2 - 3 intergreen of 6 seconds. 
 
If a phase to phase conflict exists for a move that will never occur, due to stage to stage movement 
restrictions, then at least a default intergreen time should be specified for safety reasons. The example 
junction demonstrates this for intergreens C to B and E to B, (form 24). 
 
Where an early termination phase is allowed to restart, (see section 2.5) an intergreen may be specified 
from the phase to itself, (e.g. Intergreen E to E = 3 seconds). This is to provide a suitable red period if the 
phase is demanded as soon as it has terminated. 
 
Phase to phase intergreens can be configured as being extendible, intergreen extensions can be generated 
by LRT phases or detectors, (see section 16.3). 
 

16.2 Intergreen Minimum Limit Value 

Each intergreen timing is protected by a minimum limit value stored in EPROM during configuration. It is 
NOT possible to set values below the configured limit using the handset. Unless otherwise specified limit 
values will be set to 5 seconds, or the intergreen time if less. All phase to phase transitions with no 
intergreen duration will be set to 0 seconds. 
 
In the example junction intergreen limit values are defined on form 26. 
 

16.3 Intergreen Extensions 

There are two types of intergreen extensions, from LRT phases or from detectors. When intergreen 
extensions are generated for an LRT phase that is losing right of way, they apply between that phase and all 
other phases. The other form of intergreen extension is generated from detector inputs and applies between 
specifically configured phase pairings. This form of intergreen extension may be simulated from special 
conditioning. For detector generated intergreen extensions the detector input is extended by a configured 
'extension' period, (form 31). 
 
Intergreen extensions are subject to a maximum limit as specified on form 25 and may be modified by the 
MIG handset command. 
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17. PHASE DELAYS 

 

17.1 General 

In order to obtain more efficient use of phases during certain stage to stage transitions, it may be required to 
delay the termination or appearance of phases losing and gaining ROW. This can be achieved with the use 
of phase delays, which may be viewed/modified using the DPG handset command. 
 
In the example junction phase delay data is defined on form 27. 
 

17.2 Phases Losing ROW 

A phase can be delayed from losing ROW on a specific stage to stage transition to obtain a clearance 
period. The delayed phase is held at green during the interstage for the delay period, while all non-delayed 
phases, that do not appear in the following stage, have been terminated. The intergreen timings from the 
delayed phase to conflicting phases in the following stage will commence on expiry of the delay timer. 
Therefore, phases gaining ROW in the following stage may have their appearance delayed as a result of the 
difference in intergreen times, (between delayed and non-delayed phases), unless the intergreen times allow 
for the phase delay period. 
 
The example junction shows a losing phase delay for phase A on a move from stage 1 to stage 3, (see form 
27). 
 

17.3 Phases Gaining ROW 

Intergreen times from a conflicting phase determine at which point a new phase gains ROW. If phases 
gaining ROW have different intergreen times from a conflicting phase then they will gain ROW at different 
points. The time differences will be the same every time the phase to phase transition occurs, regardless of 
the stage to stage transition. By using phase delays these time differences may be varied for different stage 
to stage transitions. The delay time is added to the longest intergreen to the delayed phase for that stage 
change. 
 
The example junction shows a gaining phase delay for phase G on a move from stage 1 to stage 3, (see 
form 27). 
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18. DETECTOR INPUTS 

 

18.1 General 

A detector input may be configured as any of the following types, (which are described in the following 
sections):- 
 
 - Normal demand/extend 
 - Pedestrian push button 
 - Unidirectional 
 - LRT inputs / detector with checkable failure pattern 
   | other LRT detector input 
   \ VIS-OTU watchdog input 

- On-crossing 
- Kerb-side 

 - Dummy 
 
Any of the above detector types may be used to perform any of the following functions, (the default being 
Normal demand/extend):- 
 
 - Part-time queue detector, (see section 6.2) 
 - Hurry Call request detector, (see section 7.5) 
 - Hurry Call cancel detector, (see section 7.5) 

- All red extension detector, (see section 19) 
- Intergreen extension detector, (see section 16.3) 
- MOVA detector, (see section 13) 

 
In the example junction detector types are defined on form 28. 
 

18.1.1 Normal Demand/Extend Detector 

This is the default detector type and is used for an input to the controller that is not related to pedestrians, 
UTC, LRT, or required to be unidirectional. 
 

18.1.2 Pedestrian Push Button 

This is similar to the normal demand/extend detector with the exception that when it inserts a demand for a 
pedestrian phase it also illuminates the associated wait indicators, (amber drive). Push button inputs may be 
associated with kerb-side detector inputs, (see section 18.1.6). 
 

18.1.3 Unidirectional Detector 

A pair of inputs can be configured as a unidirectional detector, (UD). This is where a pair of closely cut loops 
are used to detect vehicles travelling in one direction only. They are normally used for narrow bridges or side 
roads. Normal detector inputs would detect vehicles travelling in both directions. 
 

18.1.4 LRT Detector 

LRT detectors are normally derived from a VIS OTU, such a unit can produce a failure pattern on failed 
detector inputs, this pattern consists of a 30 second cycle, (+ 1.5s:-0.0s), with 3 seconds active (+0.3s:-0.0s), 
and the remainder inactive. The active period being configurable in the range, (1s - 5s). The controller can 
check LRT inputs for this pattern, once the pattern has been detected the input will be marked as failed and 
will not activate associated events until it stops exhibiting the pattern. 
 
The unit can also provide a watchdog input to the controller indicating failure of the unit and hence of all 
inputs from it. If the watchdog signal becomes inactive the failure status of all associated inputs will be 
cleared. 
 
Failed LRT detectors are recorded in the Warning Log and Historical warnings log, (WRN and HWL 
commands). See also LRT mode, section 14. 
 
While there is a non-zero count of detector failures, (or event failures) the DFM lamp will be illuminated. 
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18.1.5 On-Crossing Detector 

On-crossing detectors are normally used for Puffin and Toucan crossings, (either stand-alone or as phases 
within an intersection) where pedestrians crossing the road are detected and used to extend the phases 
leaving sequence, (see section 2.9.9). 
 
All on-crossing detector inputs are subject to cyclic DFM checking, where the controller monitors the inputs 
from the end of their associated pedestrian phase leaving intergreen to the end of their next green period. If 
any detectors associated with a particular pedestrian phase have not been seen active during this time then 
an entry is made in the warning log and the next leaving intergreen is run to it’s maximum value. It should be 
noted that on-crossing detectors should be activated by cars passing through the crossing during the red 
man period, as well as pedestrians crossing the road. 
 

18.1.6 Kerb-Side Detector 

Kerb-side detectors are normally used at stand-alone crossings with near-side signals, (i.e. Puffin and near 
side Toucan). They may optionally be used for Puffin and Toucan phases within an intersection. 
 
Where kerb-side detection is used there must be an input from the kerb-side detector and the push button 
before a pedestrian demand is inserted and the wait indicators are lit. Both the kerb-side detector and push 
button inputs are configured with a demand extension, (see form 29) to give the pedestrian time to move 
from the push button into the kerb-side detection zone. Once a demand has been inserted it will remain so 
until either the pedestrian phase gains ROW or the pedestrian walks away. Note that where the pedestrian 
walks away there is a registered demand extension period following loss of the kerb-side input before the 
demand is cancelled. 
 

18.1.7 Dummy Detector 

A dummy detector exists only within the controller software, (i.e. it does not connect to any external 
equipment). Dummy detectors would normally be used in association with special conditioning, (see section 
21). 
 

18.2 Detector Facilities 

All detector inputs have the following facilities available to them:- 
 

- Configurable active state 
- Mark as a count detector for producing SCOOT counts 

 - Insert phase demands, (latched or unlatched) 
 - Insert phase extensions 
 - Vehicle counting for varimax 
 - Detector fault monitoring 

- Call/Cancel delay timing 
- Pedestrian phase related extensions 

 
Each of the above facilities is described in the following sections. 
 

18.2.1 Detector Active State 

A detector input may be configured to be active when short circuit, or when open circuit. The active state can 
be viewed/modified using the DAC handset command. It is recommended that normally all inputs from loop 
detectors or above ground detectors are configured as open circuit for active and all inputs from push-
buttons are configured as short circuit for active. 
 
In the example junction detector active states are defined on form 28. 
 

18.2.2 Count Detectors 

When using the serial UTC interface, (see section 9.1) detectors can be configured for providing SCOOT 
count information to be sent back to the instation. 
 
In the example junction count detectors are defined on form 28. 
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18.2.3 Detector Phase Demands 

A detector input can insert two different types of phase demands, latched or unlatched. 
 
A latched demand, once inserted, remains active until the demanded phase gains ROW, then it is cleared. 
Latched demands are normally used for "system D" detection, (i.e. XYZ loops). 
 
An unlatched demand only remains active whilst the detector input is active, therefore loss of the input will 
remove the demand. Any maximum green timers that were started by an unlatched demand will be reset if 
the demand ceases, as long as there are no other opposing demands present. Unlatched demands are 
normally used for detectors using the call/cancel facilities, (e.g. a presence loop for right turning indicative 
green arrow traffic, queue detectors, etc). 
 
In the example junction phase demands are defined on form 28. 
 

18.2.4 Detector Green Extensions 

A detector input can extend any number of phases, each with its own individual green extension time. These 
extension times can be viewed/modified using the EXT handset command. 
 
In the example junction green extensions are defined on form 28. 
 

18.2.5 Varimax Phases 

A detector input can perform vehicle counting on any number of phases for calculating variable maximum 
flow rates, (see also section 2.12). 
 
In the example junction varimax phases are defined on form 28. 
 

18.2.6 Detector Fault Monitoring 

DFM can be performed on any detector input, including pedestrian push-buttons. For each input that 
requires monitoring two time periods are specified :- 
 
 - DFM Active Period, (handset DFA command) 
 - DFM Inactive Period, (handset DFI command) 
 
There are four alternative sets of DFM times available, which may be selected by the MTCS, (see section 
20.3.6). 
 
If an input with DFM does not change state for the specified DFM period then the detector will be considered 
as faulty, (i.e. permanently active I/P's time out the DFM Active Period and permanently inactive I/P's time 
out the DFM Inactive Period). 
 
When a detector becomes faulty the following events will occur:- 
 
 - The DFM lamp on the Manual Panel is illuminated. 
 - The input enters its appropriate failure state, (force active, force inactive or no force state). 

Separate force states are configured for failed active and failed inactive and these can be 
viewed/modified using the DAC handset command. Force active is the default failure state for 
both types of failure. 

 - An entry is made in the Warning Log and the DFM log, (use handset commands WRN and DFM 
to view fault data). 

 
If, following a failure, the input subsequently changes state and the DFM is reset, (RDF handset command) 
before another failure is reported, then that input will resume normal operation. If there are no other faults 
present, the DFM lamp will be extinguished, the count of DFM faults in the Warning Log will be cleared and 
the DFM log for that input will be cleared. 
 
If when the DFM is reset, there are still faulty inputs, the DFM lamp will not extinguish, but the fault data 
pertaining to failed inputs that have changed state since failure and during the relevant DFM period, will be 
cleared. 
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Note that DFM timings are also available for the solar switch input, which can only be forced inactive on 
failure, (bright condition). 
 
In the example junction DFM timings are defined on form 29. 
 

18.2.7 Call/Cancel Delay Timing 

A detector input can be configured with call and/or cancel delay timers. When a call delay is used this means 
that the detector loop must be occupied for the call delay period before a demand is inserted, this is normally 
an unlatched demand, but it is useful for inserting delayed latched demands from stopline loops where 
vehicles travelling in the opposite direction can clip the loop. When a cancel delay is used, if the loop is 
unoccupied, following the insertion of a demand, for the cancel delay period then the demand will be 
removed if it is unlatched. Note that the cancel delay will have no affect on a detector inserting a latched 
demand. 
 
Call/Cancel delays have no affect on the extensions applied by the detector, they only affect demands. 
Call/Cancel detectors are normally used for indicative green arrow phases and queue detection. 
 
There are four alternative sets of Call/Cancel times available, which may be selected by the MTCS, (see 
section 20.3.6). The timings can be viewed/modified using the DCL and DCN handset commands. Note that 
Call/Cancel delay times are also available for the solar switch input to provide filtering. 
 
In the example junction call/cancel timings are defined on form 29. 
 

18.2.8 Pedestrian Phase Extensions 

The function of these timings depends on what type of input is being used. For a push button or kerb-side 
detector it is the demand extension period, but for an on-crossing detector it is the all red or blackout 
extension period. 
 
Note that where kerb-side detection is not being used the push button demand extension period is not 
relevant, as a latched demand will be inserted as soon as the button is pressed. 
 
In the example junction pedestrian phase extensions are defined on form 29. 
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19. ALL-RED EXTENSIONS 

 

19.1 General 

It is possible to extend the all red period of an interstage beyond that determined by its associated intergreen 
timings. The occupation of an all red detector loop can generate continuous all-red extensions, thereby 
extending the all red period subject to an all red maximum time. If the all-red loop is cleared before the 
maximum time expires, then the extension will continue for a fixed period, the all red extension time. 
 
The extending all red period starts timing at the point when the first phase in the new stage would normally 
start changing to ROW, (e.g. Red/Amber for a traffic phase). At this point any remaining intergreen times 
and phase delay timings will be suspended, (i.e. any further delays given to phases gaining ROW in the next 
stage, either from phase delays or long intergreens, will occur unchanged after the all red extensions have 
finished). 
 
One overall all red maximum time is available for each stage stream, which can be viewed/modified using 
the RMX handset command. An all red extension time is available for each configured all red extension 
move, which can be viewed/modified using the RXD handset command. 
 
In the example junction all red extension data is defined on form 30. 
 

19.2 Operation During Different Modes 

During Fixed Time mode the controller will automatically extend any specified all-red extension moves up to 
the all-red maximum value for safety reasons, (this is a requirement of TR0141). During all other modes a 
choice is available at configuration time:- 
 
 - all-red extensions operative 
 - all-red extensions automatically extended to maximum 
 
All red extensions are normally operative in all modes except for Fixed Time. 
 
In the example junction this data is defined on form 12. 
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20. MASTER TIME CLOCK SYSTEM 

 

20.1 General 

The MTCS provides a clock and calendar. The clock and calendar can be viewed/modified using the TOD 
and CAL handset commands. The clock has a resolution of one second and records hours, minutes and 
seconds on a 24 hour clock basis. The calendar records day, month and year. The handset can also be 
used to view the day of the week, (DAY) and the week number, (WEK). 
 
The Clock is normally synchronised to the mains supply frequency, which may be between 48 and 52 Hz. In 
the event of a mains power failure which prevents timing information being obtained from the mains supply 
frequency, the necessary timing signals to maintain the timing system in synchronisation with "System time" 
are provided by a back-up crystal clock. The crystal clock and RAM data, (modifiable configuration data) are 
both battery backed. 
 
The MTCS provides the facilities necessary for the controller to be integrated into a Cableless Linking 
system and for the selection of timetabled events, (see section 20.3). 
 

20.2 The Timetable 

Functions which have to be changed at particular times of day are related to the clock by means of a 
timetable. This is a list of entries which can be programmed to hold time settings and event data. The 
timetable actions events to an accuracy of within one second. 
Timetable entries can be associated with up to eight Calendar Event Groups (priority levels), allowing the 
year to be split into a number of sections, with different combinations of the defined timetable entries. 
 
Each timetable entry consists of the following:- 
 
 - Day type, (see below) 
 - Time of day, (in HH:MM:SS format for a 24 hour clock) 
 - Event list to be actioned, (see section 20.3) 
 
The day type for a timetable entry can be configured as any of the following:- 
 
 - A particular day of the week 
 - Every day except a particular day 
 - Every day of the week 
 - Every weekday, (Monday to Friday) 
 - Just at weekends 
 - Any other combination of days desired 
 
Timetable entries can be viewed/modified using the TTI handset command. Note that the controller may not 
have duplicated entries of the same day type and time of day. 
 
In the example junction timetable entry data is defined on form 32. 
 

20.2.1 Calendar Event Groups 

 
The Timetable can be effectively split into eight prioritised sets of calendar slots. The lowest priority level 
(1) is the default level and consists of just one slot that applies for the entire year, this level cannot be 
edited. The remaining seven levels (2 ... 8) can each have up to eight time slots defined. Each slot has its 
start and end defined by (month, day of month, hour of day). Each timetable entry can be associated with 
none, one or more of these priority levels. 
 
If for example priority level 2 was used and two slots defined [(Feb, 4, 4) to (Feb, 16, 0)] and [(Jun, 28, 0) 
to (Jul, 7, 12)], then any timetable entries marked exclusively for priority level 2 would only be scheduled 
during these defined slots, any entries marked for priority level 1 but not priority level 2 would only occur 
outside the two slots defined, while entries marked for both priority levels would be scheduled at all times. 
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I.e. Whenever the clock makes a transition between slots, the timetable is re-scheduled to include only 
those entries marked as being relevant to the priority level of the new slot.  
 
Where slots are defined for a number of priority levels and slots of different priorities overlap, the slot at 
the higher priority (or highest for multiple clashes) is effective. (This is how all other priority levels gain 
precedence over level 1.) 
 
The TCE handset command can be used to view and define the calendar event slots. Where multiple 
priority levels and slots are defined, the ? special command can be used to change from the normal view 
given by TCE to one where the year is viewed as a succession of priority level changes. 
 
The association between timetable entries and priority levels is controlled by using the ? special 
command from the TTI handset command display for the timetable entry. 
  
For configurations that have config_format_issue less than 10, there is no information defined for these 
slots, the Sentinel will place all the timetable entries for these configurations into the default calendar 
event group, this gives the same behaviour as for controllers that do not have this facility. 
 

20.3 Timetable Event Lists 

An event list may action up to 8 different events all at the same time. An event list may be requested by any 
number of different timetable entries. Event list data can be viewed/modified using the TEL handset 
command. 
 
The following event types are available for use by an event list:- 
 
 - Override detector inputs 
 - Introduce/Cancel CLF plans 
 - Apply/Remove stage inhibits 
 - Switched sign requests 
 - Select phase timing set 
 - Select detector timing set 
 - Select LRT timing set 
 - Select MOVA timing set 
 - Set timetable event flags 
 - Part-time mode requests 
 - Pedestrian vehicle mode 
 
In the example junction timetable event list data is defined on form 33. 
 
The following sections give detailed descriptions of the event types available. 
 

20.3.1 Timetable Detector Override 

This event can be used to override any detector input, to one of the following states:- 
 
 - Active 
 - Inactive 
 - Normal 
 
A detector input will operate normally until overridden either active or inactive by this event. The selected 
state will then continue until another timetable entry overrides the detector input to the opposite state or back 
to normal operation. 
 
Overriding a detector input to the active or inactive state will not affect the DFM for that input. 
 
Note that the solar switch input can also be overridden, but only to the inactive state which causes the 
signals to be switched to their bright condition, (and of course back to normal). 
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20.3.2 Timetable CLF Request 

This event can be used to either, introduce or cancel a CLF plan. When a new plan is introduced it will 
override any previously active plan. If CLF is cancelled while it is the current mode the controller will then 
revert to the next highest priority mode, for which a request exists. 
 

20.3.3 Timetable Stage Inhibit 

This event can be used to apply or remove stage inhibits. If a stage is inhibited it will be omitted from the 
controller cycle until the inhibit is removed by another timetable entry. When a stage is inhibited any 
demands associated with it, or with phases exclusive to that stage should also be inhibited, to avoid the 
possibility of having demands present for a stage/phase that cannot be given ROW. 
 

20.3.4 Timetable Switched Sign 

This event can be used to request a switched sign, (with or without security) to be ON or OFF. The switching 
may be delayed until the start of a nominated stage or phase if required, (see section 4). 
 

20.3.5 Timetable Phase Timing Set 

This event can be used to select any one of the eight phase timing sets. The default is timing set 1 which will 
be used if there are no events to change it. Introduction of a new timing set will override the previously active 
set. A phase timing set consists of maximum green times, (including PTM/FVP) and variable maximum 
additional periods/threshold flows. 
 

20.3.6 Timetable Detector Timing Set 

This event can be used to select any one of the four detector timing sets. The default is timing set 1 which 
will be used if there are no events to change it. Introduction of a new timing set will override the previously 
active set. A detector timing set consists of DFM times and Call/Cancel times. 
 

20.3.7 Timetable LRT Timing Set 

This event can be used to select any one of the four LRT timing sets. The default is timing set 1 which will be 
used if there are no events to change it. Introduction of a new timing set will override the previously active 
set. 
 

20.3.8 Timetable MOVA Timing Set 

This event can be used to select any one of the four MOVA timing sets. The default is timing set 1 which will 
be used if there are no events to change it. Introduction of a new timing set will override the previously active 
set. It should be noted that any MOVA timing set change will be delayed until the next start of MOVA stage 1. 
 

20.3.9 Timetable Event Flag 

This event can be used to set/reset a timetable event flag, which may then be read by special conditioning, 
(see section 21). 
 

20.3.10 Timetable Part-time Request 

This event can be used to request or cancel Part-time mode on a particular stage stream. Note that when 
Part-time mode is active the signals are off. 
 

20.3.11 Timetable Pedestrian Vehicle Mode 

This event can be used to change the current VA sub-mode for a vehicle phase at a stand-alone pedestrian 
crossing, (see section 11.4). The following states are available:- 
 

- VA 
- PTM 
- FVP 
- None, (causes the default sub-mode to run) 
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20.4 British Summertime Changes 

The controller has the facility to change between "British Summertime" and "Greenwich Mean Time" on 
specified weeks of the year. The weeks for the change can be viewed/modified using the BST handset 
command. The change will occur on Sunday morning of the specified week, at 02:00:00 hrs, and the time of 
day will move forward or backwards by 1 hour, (as appropriate). 
 
When the clock is either advanced or retarded the required events for the new time of day will automatically 
be introduced. 
 
Note that on the MTC a week begins on Monday and week 1 is the first week of the year containing at least 
4 days of January. 
 
In the example junction the BST change weeks are defined on form 2. 
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21. SPECIAL CONDITIONING 

 

21.1 General 

Special conditioning provides a means of implementing non-standard features, (e.g. to ignore extensions for 
a phase during a specified stage, etc). Special conditioning is configured in logical, (boolean) statements, the 
state of which can be viewed using the SCV handset command. The following sections detail the inputs and 
outputs that are available to special conditioning. Special conditioning timers are also available for timing 
certain events and if required timers can be configured as fixed so that they cannot be modified with the SCT 
handset command. 
 
In the example junction special conditioning requirements are defined on form 34. 
 

WARNING: Special conditioning statements should be used with caution, as it is quite possible to 
severely disrupt the normal behaviour of the controller by their improper use. 

 

21.2 Special Conditioning Inputs 

Following is a list of controller status items that may be read as inputs to a special conditioning statement. 
These items can be used along with operators, (AND, OR, NOT) to produce logical, (boolean) statements. 
 
 - All red extensions active on a specified stream 
 - Lamps dim 
 - Timetable event flag set 
 - Current mode on a specified stream 
 - Current stage on a specified stream, (active from start of required stage to start of next stage) 
 - Next stage on a specified stream, (active from end of previous stage to end of required stage) 
 - UTC control bit active 
 - Raw detector state 
 - Final detector state, (after all overrides including DFM force) 
 - Phase demanded 
 - Phase opposed 
 - Phase extending 
 - Minimum complete 
 - Maximum active 
 - Maximum complete 
 - Phase status, (stopped, starting, running, stopping, shutdown) 
 - Handset connected 
 - Manual panel input active 
 - Detector failed DFM 
 - Single red lamp failure on specified stream 
 - Multiple red lamp failure on specified stream 
 - Stage demanded on specified stream 
 - Fault exists 
 - Warning exists 
 - Phase timing set active 
 - Detector timing set active 
 - Current time of day 
 - Current day of week 
 - Current date, (day/month) 
 - Current CLF plan 
 - Special conditioning flag active 
 - Special conditioning statement true 
 - Special conditioning timer status, (stopped, running, expired) 
 - Special conditioning bits 
 - LRT timing set 
 - LRT failed events 
 - LRT events ready to action 
 - LRT events just occurred 
 - LRT sequence status 
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 - LRT detector failures 
 - Number of ILM failures and conflict state 
 - Stability of each ILM channel/aspect toroid 
 - Stability of mains (ILM) 

- Master Time Clock System Resynchronised 
- Pedestrian clearance period in progress 
- Pedestrian wait indicator illuminated 

 

21.3 Special Conditioning Outputs 

Following is a list of controller status items that may be set by outputs of a special conditioning statement. 
 
 - CLF mode inhibit on a specified stream 
 - Detector influence, (active, inactive, none) 
 - Demand dependant stage request on a specified stream 
 - Detector demands influence, (active, inactive, normal) 
 - Extension demand influence on a specified phase, (active, inactive, normal) 
 - Specific detector/phase green extension influence, (active, inactive, normal) 
 - Hurry call mode inhibit on a specified stream 
 - Immediate stage request on a specified stream 
 - Manual FT mode influence on a specified stream, (active, inactive, normal) 
 - Manual panel input influence, (active, inactive, normal) 
 - Manual panel LED override, (off, on, flash) 
 - Manual mode inhibit on a specified stream 
 - MOVA mode inhibit on a specified stream 
 - Opposing demand influence on a specified phase, (active, inactive, normal) 
 - Output influence, (active, inactive, normal) 
 - Phase demand influence, (active, inactive, normal) 
 - Latched phase demand 
 - Phase inhibit 
 - Part-time mode influence on a specified stream, (active, inactive, normal) 
 - All red extend influence on a specified stream, (active, inactive, normal) 
 - Shutdown override on a specified stream 
 - Stage demand influence on a specified stream, (active, inactive, normal) 
 - Latched stage demand on a specified stream 
 - Stage hold on a specified stream 
 - Stage inhibit on a specified stream 
 - Switched sign influence, (active, inactive, normal) 
 - UTC control bit influence, (active, inactive, normal) 
 - UTC mode influence on a specified stream, (active, inactive, normal) 
 - Special conditioning fault, (can shutdown any number of streams) 
 - Set special conditioning flag 
 - Set special conditioning timer, (start, stop) 
 - LRT mode inhibit 
 - LRT event override 
 - Intergreen extension demand influence 

- Resynchronise Master Time Clock System 
- Pedestrian phase demand extension influence, (active, inactive, normal) 
- Pedestrian phase intergreen extension influence, (active, inactive, normal) 
- UTC serial output influence, (active, inactive, normal) 
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22. LAMP MONITORING 

 

22.1 Red Lamp Monitoring 

Red Lamp Monitoring must be provided for junctions with any of the following facilities:- 
 
 - Part-time signals 
 - Pedestrians with audible devices 
 - Pedestrians with tactile devices 
 
The MTC can be configured to operate with its own Integral Lamp Monitoring facilities, (section 22.2 below), 
the Microsense RLMU or with a third party's RLMU, which must be interfaced to the MTC via inputs. It 
should be noted that the Microsense free-standing RLMU serial connection is no longer supported by the 
latest version of software. 
 
The actions taken for red lamp failures are the same which ever type of RLMU is being used. The following 
sections describe the actions taken when red lamp failures are detected. 
 
It is possible to configure red lamp failure warnings to be auto-clearing, (i.e. if a lamp is replaced the warning 
actions are automatically removed and normal operation resumes, without any user intervention). Red lamp 
failure faults cannot be auto-cleared. 
 
In the example junction red lamp monitoring data is defined on form 36 for a third party  
RLMU or forms 49/50 for the ILM. 
 

22.1.1 Single Red Lamp Failures 

When a single red lamp failure is detected the DFM lamp will start to flash at a rate of 1 Hz and an 
appropriate entry will be made in the warning log, (WRN and HWL handset commands). The other actions 
taken vary as follows:- 
 
For a stage stream with pedestrian audible/tactile indicators:- 
 
All interstage timings to stages containing pedestrian phases will have their all red period extended by the 
red fault extension period. 
 
For a stage stream with Part-time mode:- 
 
All interstage timings will have their all red period extended by the red fault extension period. 
 

22.1.2 Multiple Red Lamp Failures 

When a multiple red lamp failure is detected an appropriate entry will be made in the warning log, (WRN and 
HWL handset commands). The other actions taken vary as follows:- 
 
For a stage stream with audible/tactile pedestrians:- 
 
All pedestrian wait indicators will be illuminated and all pedestrian phases will be inhibited. If any pedestrian 
phases are running they will be terminated as soon as their minimum green times have expired. 
 
For a stage stream with Part-time mode:- 
 
All signals associated with the faulty stream will be switched off within 500 mS. Also an appropriate entry will 
be made in the Fault Log, (FLF and HFL handset commands). 
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22.1.3 Stand-Alone Pedestrian Crossings 

In the event of all monitored red vehicle lamps failing, two vehicle lamps on the same phase failing or failure 
of the red lamp monitor being detected, the signals will be switched off within 500 mS. 
 

22.2 Integral Lamp Monitoring 

 

22.2.1 Overview of Monitoring Operation 

The Integral Lamp Monitor, (ILM) is an analogue to digital converter card which connects to the MTC CPU 
and supports up to forty-eight toroid inputs. The lamp monitoring facilities provide general lamp monitoring 
as well as red lamp monitoring.  
 
The MTC configuration data defines the link between each toroid input and its associated phase/aspects. 
The average current drawn by the bulbs associated with each toroid is stored and this value can be adjusted 
by the LMD handset command. 
 
The MTC reads the lamp currents and calculates the number of bulb failures per phase/aspect. This is 
achieved by monitoring the measured current for each aspect of a phase. If the current drops by more than 
half the bulb current configured for that toroid, then one or more bulbs have failed. The number of bulb 
failures is calculated from the reduction in current divided by the configured bulb current. The system will 
then continue monitoring using the new, (reduced) current as the reference. Similarly, if the current 
increases by more than half the configured bulb current then a bulb has been replaced and the number of 
bulb replacements is calculated from the increase in current divided by the configured bulb current. The 
system keeps a count of the number of bulb failures on each phase/aspect and this is updated whenever a 
failure or replacement is detected. 
 
If the bulb current increases above the normal, (i.e. no failures) value, by more than half the bulb current, 
then the phase/aspect is considered to have a lamp conflict. 
 
The ILM automatically tracks the current for environmental changes. The lamp currents only need to be 
'learnt' once, at commissioning, when all bulbs are working. The controller will then learn the current for each 
phase/aspect when it is next illuminated, however long that takes. 
 
When lamps are replaced, or conflicts removed, the lamp monitoring system auto-calibrates and hence no 
re-learning is required. 
 
If when a toroid's current readings are taken they are scattered outside pre-defined tolerance limits then the 
toroid/aspect being monitored is marked as unstable. The toroid/aspect will remain unstable until its current 
readings fall within the tolerance levels again. Whilst the toroid/aspect is unstable it will not be used for lamp 
monitoring on the given aspect. Similarly, if the mains voltage is found to fluctuate outside pre-defined limits 
then it too will be marked as unstable. The mains voltage will remain unstable until its readings fall within the 
tolerance limits again. Whilst the mains voltage is unstable no lamp monitoring will be performed. 
 
Whilst a toroid/red aspect is marked unstable its associated phase will be assumed to have multiple red 
lamp failures, if red lamp monitoring is being performed. If the mains voltage is unstable then all phases 
being red lamp monitored will be assumed to have multiple red lamp failures. Multiple red lamp failures will 
be removed when the mains voltage, or the individual toroid/red aspect, is again marked stable and lamp 
monitoring is resumed. 
 

22.2.2 Road Traffic Signals 

The lamp monitor is capable of monitoring up to ten signal heads per vehicle or pedestrian phase, assuming 
that bulbs are 50W halogen type. A fault is indicated when one or more bulbs have failed on a given aspect. 
One toroid is required per vehicle phase and two per pedestrian phase, (one for the red and green aspects 
and one for the wait lamp). WAIT lamps are assumed to be 60W incandescent type. 
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22.2.3 LRT Related Signals 

22.2.3.1 LRT Signals 

The lamp monitor is capable of monitoring up to three signal heads on each LRT phase, indicating a lamp 
fault when one or more bulbs on an aspect have failed. This assumes that each aspect of the LRT signal 
consists of no more than four bulbs per signal head, at 10W each. One toroid will be required for each LRT 
phase. 
 
If required, it is possible to monitor signal heads on the same phase separately. In this case each signal 
head must be separately cabled and a toroid will be required for each signal head cable. 
 
LRT centre lamps are driven by one or more switched signs. The lamp monitor is capable of monitoring up 
to twelve signal head centre lamps, indicating a fault when one or more bulbs have failed. This assumes that 
each LRT bulb is of 10W. One toroid is required for each LRT centre lamp switched sign. 

22.2.3.2 Flashing Warning Signals 

The lamp monitor is capable of monitoring up to four flashing warning signal heads on each FWS phase, 
indicating a lamp fault when one or more bulbs on an aspect have failed. One toroid is required for each 
FWS phase, (for the red and amber aspects). 

22.2.3.3 Pre-start Signals 

The lamp monitor is capable of monitoring up to four pre-start signal heads on each pre-start switched sign, 
indicating a lamp fault when one or more bulbs on an aspect have failed. One toroid is required for each pre-
start switched sign. 
 

22.2.4 Lamp Failure Indication and Logging 

22.2.4.1 Lamp Failure/Conflict Outputs 

Lamp failures and conflicts may be reported on one or more outputs. 

22.2.4.2 DFM Lamp 

As well as reporting red lamp failures, a flashing DFM lamp may be configured to indicate any lamp failure or 
conflict. Unstable mains voltage or toroids may also be indicated in this manner. 

22.2.4.3 Unstable Toroid/Mains Indication 

Unstable toroids can be configured to be treated as lamp failures. Unstable mains voltage may be reported 
on one or more outputs. 

22.2.4.4 Warning Log Entries 

The warning log contains the total count of current lamp failures and conflicts, for all phases and aspects, the 
total count of unstable toroids/aspects and the unstable mains count, indicated by the lamp monitor. Red 
lamp failures are already counted in separate warning log entries. 
 
The unstable mains count is the number of times the mains voltage has been logged as unstable since the 
warnings log was last cleared. 
 
An entry is added to the historical warning log when each lamp failure, lamp replacement, lamp conflict, 
unstable toroid/aspect or unstable mains warning, occurs and clears. Phase and aspect are associated with 
each lamp failure in the log. 
 
All ILM warning types, (WRN handset command) are self-clearing, (i.e. historical warning log entries are 
made when faults occur and when they clear). The lamp failure and unstable toroid historical warning log 
entries will store both the previous and current failure status so that the change in failure status can be easily 
seen, (LMF and LMT warning entries on HWL command). 
 
If Integral Lamp Monitoring is reset from the handset then an entry is made in the historical warning log to 
indicate this, (LMF warning entry on HWL command). 
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When lamp conflicts are logged no attempt is made to distinguish between single and multiple conflicts, 
unlike lamp faults where the number of failures is recorded. 
 

22.2.5 Lamp Monitor Configuration Data 

The controller requires the following configuration data for each lamp monitoring channel :- 
 
 a) phase/aspect ,(channel allocation) 
 
 b) indication type, (lamp flashing or steady) 
 
 c) average current per bulb 
 
 d) number of bulb failures required to trigger single red lamp failure actions 
 
 e) number of bulb failures required to trigger multiple red lamp failure actions. 
 
For items d) and e) a count of zero indicates no red lamp monitoring or red lamp failure actions of the given 
type. 
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23. MANUAL PANEL FACILITIES 

 

23.1 General 

The manual panel has the following inputs available:- 
 
 - 8 Stage Select buttons 
 - Mode Select toggle switch 
 - Part-time Inhibit toggle switch 
 - Signals ON/OFF toggle switch 
 - Lamps Test button 
 - Manual Panel Door switch 
 - 6 spare inputs 
 
The manual panel has the following outputs available:- 
 
 - 8 Stage Select indicators 
 - Awaiting Selection indicator 
 - Higher Priority Mode Running indicator 
 - Prohibited Move Selected indicator 
 - Manual Mode Not Available indicator 
 - DFM Lamp 
 - 4 spare outputs 
 
The following sections detail the functions performed by the above inputs and outputs. 
 

23.2 Stage Select Buttons and Indicators 

These buttons and indicators become operative when Manual is the current mode. Stages selected by the 
stage select buttons are subject to any stage to stage movement restrictions that may be configured, (see 
section 15). 
 
When the controller is running a stage(s) selected by a button, the associated indicator for that button will be 
illuminated. When another stage(s) is selected and accepted, by operation of another button then the 
indicator for that button will flash until the stage(s) is running. The indicator will then be illuminated 
continuously. The indicator for the previous button will be extinguished when the controller moves into the 
interstage period. A new stage selection will only be accepted once all current phase minimums have 
expired, (see section 23.9). 
 
If the All Red button is pressed the controller will attempt to move immediately to the All Red stage(s), 
subject to minimum/intergreen periods and stage to stage movement restrictions. The All Red button 
indicator operates in the same manner as the indicators associated with the other buttons, described above. 
 

23.3 Mode Select Toggle Switch 

This switch provides selection of the following modes:- 
 
 - Manual 
 - Normal 
 - FT 
 
When the mode select switch is in the 'normal' position the controller will assume the highest priority mode 
requested, (see section 5). 
 

23.4 Part-time Inhibit Toggle Switch 

This switch is used to inhibit the operation of Part-time mode on all stage streams. If switched to inhibit 
during Part-time mode, the controller will immediately leave Part-time mode and it begin its start-up 
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sequence, (see section 5.4). When Part-time mode is inhibited with this switch it also cancels any hold or 
prevent period that is timing, (see sections 6.4 and 6.3). 
 

23.5 Signals ON/OFF Toggle Switch 

When the signals are ON and working, operation of this switch will cause them to switch OFF immediately. 
When the signals are OFF, operating this switch will cause them to switch ON via the normal start-up 
sequence, (see section 5.4). Note that this switch affects all stage streams. Individual stage streams can be 
switched off using the SIG handset command. 
 

23.6 Lamps Test Button 

Pressing this button has the effect of displaying a test pattern on the manual panel indicators and the DFM 
Lamp, (each indicator will be lit in turn). 
 

23.7 Manual Panel Door Switch 

The manual panel is fitted with a micro-switch to detect when the manual panel door has been closed. This 
is used to cancel Manual mode if it has been left selected and also to cancel the temporary manual enable 
state that can be set with the handset MND command, (see also section 8.5). 
 

23.8 Spare Inputs 

There are six spare inputs on the manual panel, four of which can be used for single pole toggle switches 
and the remaining two can be used for a double pole toggle switch. The state of these switches can be read 
in special conditioning, (see section 21). Note that switches for these spare inputs are not supplied unless 
specifically requested. 
 

23.9 Awaiting Selection Indicator 

When Manual mode is operative and it is possible for another stage(s) to be selected by the stage select 
buttons then this indicator will be illuminated. The indicator will only be illuminated when the minimum green 
periods for all the currently running phases have expired. 
 

23.10 Higher Priority Mode Running Indicator 

When a mode is active, on any stage stream, that has a higher priority than the current manually selected 
mode, (i.e. Manual, FT or Normal) then this indicator will be illuminated. 
 

23.11 Prohibited Move Selected Indicator 

When Manual mode is operative and a stage select button is pressed that requests a stage to stage move 
that is prohibited or the button selects a stage that is currently inhibited by the MTCS or by special 
conditioning, then the Prohibited Move Selected indicator will be illuminated. If another button is then pressed 
which does not request a prohibited stage move then the indicator will be extinguished. 
 

23.12 Manual Mode Not Available Indicator 

When Manual is selected using the mode select switch, but it has been disabled using the handset MND 
command or by special conditioning, then this indicator will be illuminated. In this situation the All Red stage 
select button may be operative, but not the remaining seven stage select buttons, (see section 8.5). 
 

23.13 Spare Outputs 

There are four spare outputs on the manual panel, each of which may be fitted with an LED. The state of 
these LEDs can be set by special conditioning, (see section 21). 
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23.14 Pedestrian Manual Panel 

When the controller is being used purely for a stand-alone pedestrian crossing then it will be fitted with a 
special pedestrian manual panel, which is a cut down version of the normal one detailed above. 
 
The pedestrian manual panel has the following inputs available:- 
 
 - Signals ON/OFF toggle switch 
 - Lamps Test button 
 - Manual Panel Door switch 
 - 6 spare inputs 
 
The pedestrian manual panel has the following outputs available:- 
 
 - DFM Lamp 
 - 4 spare outputs 
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24. CONTROLLER CAPACITIES 

 
The following list gives the capacities for all facilities of the MTC. 
 
 
Real Phases - 32 
Pedestrian Phases - 16 
Dummy Phases - 26 
LRT Phases - 16 
 
Phase Delays - 256 
Intergreen Extension Timers - 256 
 
Stage Streams - 8 
Stages per Stream - 16 
Stage to Stage Movement Tables - 32 
Hurry Calls per Stream - 4 
Switched Signs - 16 
 
CLF Plans - 16 
CLF Groups per Plan - 32 
 
Detectors, (including dummies) - 96 
Green Extension Timers - 256 
All Red Extension Moves - 256 
 
Timetable Entries - 128 
Timetable Event Lists - 64 
Timetable Event Flags - 32 
 
Special Conditioning Statements - 256 
Special Conditioning Faults - 256 
Special Conditioning Timers - 256 
Special Conditioning Flags - 256 
Special Conditioning Bits, (handset) - 256 
 
Phase Timing Sets - 8 
Detector Timing Sets - 4 
LRT Timing Sets - 4 
MOVA Timing Sets - 4 
 
LRT Events - 4 
LRT Influences - 6 
LRT VIS-OTUs - 4 
 
Inputs - 56 
Outputs - 24 
 
ILM channels - 48 
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25. TIMING RANGES 

 
All timing periods available in the MTC comply with the tables defined in section 13 of TR0141 issue C. The 
following table shows the timing periods available in the MTC that do not appear in TR0141. 
 

TIMING RANGE STEP SIZE UNITS 

Type 3 Phase Window 0 – 300 0.1 secs 

Part-Time Hold 0 – 720 
or 0 – 12 

1 
1 

mins 
hrs 

Part-Time Prevent 0 – 720 
or 0 – 12 

1 
1 

mins 
hrs 

Hurry Call Delay 0 – 300 0.1 secs 

Hurry Call Hold 0 – 300 0.1 secs 

Hurry Call Prevent 0 – 500 0.1 secs 

UTC SF Bit Qualification 7– 10 1 secs 

UTC LO Bit Qualification 10 – 25.5 1 secs 

UTC RT/SR Reply 1 – 10 1 secs 

UTC TS Bit Repeat Rate 1 – 1440  
or 1 – 24   

1 
1 

mins 
hrs 

UTC TS Bit Window Time 2 – 86400 
or 1 – 1440 
or 1 – 24   

1 
1 
1 

secs 
mins 
hrs 

Fixed Time Stage Appearance 0 – 300 0.1 secs 

CLF Plan Group Start 0 – 200 0.1 secs 

CLF Plan Stream Offset 0 – 300 0.1 secs 

Maximum Intergreen Extension 0 – 30 0.1 secs 

Intergreen Extension 0 – 300 0.1 secs 

DFM, (active or inactive) 0 – 15300 
or 0 – 255 

1 
1 

mins 
hrs 

Special Conditioning Timer 0 – 6000 0.1 secs 

LRT event delay durations 0 – 300 0.1 secs 

LRT prepare sequence influence durations 0 – 300 0.1 secs 

LRT demand sequence influence durations 0 – 300 0.1 secs 

LRT stopline influence durations 0 – 300 0.1 secs 

LRT exit event timeout duration 0 – 300 0.1 secs 

LRT follow inhibit periods 0 – 300 0.1 secs 

LRT overlap window periods 0 – 300 0.1 secs 

LRT overlap inhibit periods 0 – 300 0.1 secs 

     
 
NOTE: For details regarding MOVA timing periods refer to TRL's MOVA Data Set-up Guide (AG11) 
 
All ranges used are specified in the MTC Configurator Handbook (document 40-9009-011).  
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26. POWER REQUIREMENTS 

 
This section details the method to be employed for calculating the size of power module/dimming 
transformer required for a particular site. Firstly there are a number of items that need to be counted, as 
follows:- 
 
 1) number of signal heads, (i.e. 3 aspect vehicle signals, 2 aspect pedestrian signals and single 

aspect green arrows). NB. Count Toucan heads as 2. 
 
 2) number of 3 aspect vehicle signals that can be show red/amber at the same time 
 
 3) number of pedestrian wait indicators 
 
 4) number of regulatory box signs 
 
NB. If using LED signal heads refer to the manufacturer for power consumption details. 
 
Use the above quantities to calculate the peak lamp current and the regulatory sign current as in the 
following calculations:- 
 
 peak lamp current = (item 1 + item 2) X 60  + item 3 X 40 Watts 
    mains voltage 
 
 reg sign current = item 4 X 250mA* 
 
* This figure is for the Microsense regulatory box signs and may differ for other manufacturers 
  
If the junction in question has more than 16 real phases then a value of peak lamp current for phases A to P 
will be required, (i.e. the first 16 phases). This can be calculated using the method above, but this time only 
counting the signals associated with phases A to P. 
 
Now use the following table in conjunction with the values calculated above to decide on the size of power 
module that is required. 
 
 

POWER 
MODULE 

TOTAL LAMP 
CURRENT 
AVAILABLE 

TOTAL LAMP CURRENT 
ALLOWED ON PHASES A 

TO P OR Q TO F2 

TOTAL 
CURRENT 
AVAILABLE 

10A 9A 9A 12.5A 

20A 18A 14A 19.5A 

30A 27A 18A 29.5A 

 
It should be noted from the table above that a 10A power module can only be used on controllers of 16 
phases or less. Also where a 20A or 30A power module is being used for a controller with more than 16 
phases, only a proportion of the total lamp current available can be taken from either the bottom 16 phases, 
(A to P) or the top 16 phases, (Q to F2). 
 
If a controller of 16 phases or less requires more than the total lamp current allowed on phases A to P, (e.g. 
a 16 phase controller requiring 17A of lamp load from a 20A power module) then the second LSC module, 
(phases I to P) can be powered from the supply meant for LSC module 3, (phases Q to X). If this method is 
employed then the LSC power cables that plug into the power module should be marked in some way to 
indicate this, just in case the power module ever needs to be replaced. 
 
When calculating lamp currents it should also be remembered that no individual phase drive can provide 
more than 4 amps, and no 4 phase lamp switch card can provide more than 12 amps. 
 
In the example junction the peak current is defined on form 2. 
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APPENDIX A - EXAMPLE JUNCTION 

 
Following is a set of MTC Specification Forms containing data for the example junction referred to 
throughout this document. As many facilities as possible have been included by way of example and 
therefore this cannot be considered to be a typical real life example. 
 
 


